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Man marks the earth with ruin - his control
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John Schwirian
700 Mayton Court
Bel Air, Maryland 21014

John,

Hey Ken,

Got the latest. It's very cool. It's gonna
take me a while to really read all that, but, I
know I'll enjoy it. I've already read a bit, and
dug that.

Thanks for the kind words. I agree
that Mera is waaay cool and sexy, and I
think that Geoff Johns is trying to make
her into a heroine on her own and less of
a sidekick to Artie.

Why nobody voted for the golden age
material is beyond me. I love that stuff!

Aquaman has both hands back now
but is still moody and filled with angst.
He can only talk to dead fish now.
WTF!? I wish I could turn away from
DC these days, but morbid curiosity and
desperate hopefulness keeps me looking
on. However, I only buy comics that
have Aquaman in them, so listen up DC if you want my money, then produce
more Aquaman!

Mera needs her own book. She's actually
cooler than Arthur. More fun to draw too.
Need I explain why?
It would be nice to have an Aquaman
series that didn't thrive on angst alone. If I had
one complaint about Shaun's writing, and the
ones that followed, was that Artie was just
way too tortured all the time. Brooding,
pouting, angry, and just plain messed up. It'd
be cool to have him, for once, be the solid
character, and have some of his supporting
cast be the f****d up ones, and let him deal,
and react to that. Let him be a bit of a hero.

Glad to hear that someone likes More
Wet Comics! I was wondering if anyone
even read them! Of course, you now
have #4 in your hands, and #5 is in
production and promises to be more fun
and light hearted, like those great
stories I loved as a kid in the 70s.
Upcoming issues will feature great guest
stars (Batman), new and classic villains,
and rock 'em, sock 'em adventure!

And, Swamp Thing needs to give him
back his hand. That was one of the stupidest
things, ever, that Dooley did.
Does Artie have his hand back now that
he's been resurrected? I couldn't look. DC just
boggles my mind, and I pay no real attention
to what they do. I totally agree with you, in
your editorial, about the whole death thing.
It's a worthless gimmick now.
Thanks, again, for what you do, and the
book. I miss your More Wet Comics though.
That was more fun than you know.

And now it's time for apologies and
reconciliations...

Cheers, amigo,
Ken (Hooper)
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a suggested manner in which to approach the
entire essay! All of that lost, making it
impossible even for the author himself to
understand what the hell was going on there!

John –

It often surprises even me, those rare
occasions when I actually receive a
compliment or two for this sort of stuff, actual
praise for constructing an essay that‘s more a
puzzle that the reader has to struggle to even
half-way understand (what with twelve or
more points shoved into a single sentence,
obviously an integral part of my often
downright disconcerting ―
Jack Kerouac rewrites Sinclair Lewis‖ style) than the sort of
pleasant reading experience most folks are
hoping for. However, when even I can‘t
figure out what I was trying to get at way
back whenever it was I wrote that piece,
something is very much amiss! Have I gone
that far over the edge? Or…or…

Still, there‘s no reason for me to get upset
about all of this! These things happen! To
me seemingly more often than to anyone else,
but still…
All my best,
Steve Skeates
Oy! Can you say foot-in-mouth?
Unfortunately,

I

do

make

editorial

changes on contributions - but they are
mostly grammatical changes.

I may insert a

comma here or there, or break a large

Then suddenly it hit me, like a heavyhanded fist finally finding a nose to flatten, a
lip to bulge, teeth to violently remove from
the mouth and place within my very own
intestinal tract! Yes, there it was, right before
my face, right there in the second sentence on
page 69, an opening parenthesis but with no
closing parenthesis there to back it up – a
mistake I rarely if ever make! And what this
all added up to was that it had happened
again! The editor in the midst of his rewriting duties had become so bedazzled by all
that incessant verbiage of mine that he had
simply lost his place, thus inadvertently
leaving out words! Furthermore, a mere
glance at my file copy yielded the further info
that in this case what was missing were
fourteen words and three punctuation marks!
Or, within an even more specific breakdown,
the parenthetical comment immersed within
the second sentence of my first essay there
within the nineteenth issue of the famed
Aquaman Chronicles should have read ―(for

paragraph into two, or change verb tense for
consistency, etc. However, I try my best to
leave the original phrasing alone as much as
possible.

Hence, the deleting of an entire

phrase as expressed above is not something I
would do lightly. Should I feel that a phrase
needed altering, I would contact the author
with my concerns.
What I think happened here is that the
noted

text

somehow

got

chomped

inserting images into the article.
happened

to

me

before,

but

while

This has
usually

on

something I wrote, so I spot the loss pretty
quickly.
Although, I DO make heavy editorial
changes

to

interviews

in

the

form

of

deletions, especially when we veer way off of
topic or something sensitive or repetitive has
been said.

Even then, I submit the copy to

the person interviewed to insure that the
facts remain clear and not misconstrued due
to now being out of context.
Humongous apologies to Mr. Skeates for
the inadvertent error.

reasons soon within this very essay to be –

May we continue to

enjoy your visitations to days gone past. We

I’m solidly confident in quite emphatically

enjoy the insights you bring to these classic

assuring you – far more than sufficiently

tales.

delved into)‖ – a thought, a directional signal,
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Hi , John !

On the passing of the great George Tuska,
I'm sure you're glad to have had him do 2
covers for you!

Another wonderful issue. It truly is a
labor of love for you! It must take a while to
put together. One thing that tells me that is
spelling errors, or, in your case, a lack of
them! Well done! This is what separates the
"AC" from any other fan produced 'zine!

You did a very nice recap of DC's
Blackest Night event.
Even more from the venerable Mr Skeates
- it's always a pleasure to read his behind the
issues takes!

Even though it's been a long time between
issues, #19 makes up for the wait with another
great 100-pager! Those 100-pagers bring me
back to childhood in the early '70s and those
mystical DC 100-pagers for only 50 cents.
Reading them during summer vacation, under
a tree, sipping ice cold lemonade... boy, what
memories.

I really enjoy your retro overviews of the
Golden Age Aquaman stories. These early
issues are very hard to find here in the
Vancouver area, if at all. Do you own these
issues to do your overviews, John! If so, I'm
jealous!

Now onto #19. A great Ethan Van Sciver
cover. I just love the drool coming out of
zombie Aquaman's mouth! Your editorial, I
feel, is bang on. They are doing it just for the
trade paperbacks. I believe we will never see
the days of stand-alone story comic books
ever again, and that's a shame! I guess I'm too
old and crotchety as well! Us old timers
should stick together.

I was surprised to see Mr. Giordano's
obituary on the last page, which must've just
snuck under the wire, yes? His artwork was
one of the first 5 artists whose work I could
identify at an early age. I always bought
whatever book he drew, even if I didn't
normally buy that book. He will definitely be
missed. RIP!
In closing, I can't wait for #20 and your
10th anniversary issue. Just remember, you
said the wait won't be as long this time
between issues, lol!

As for the survey, 12 responses is a little
lame. By the time that I got to that issue, too
long had passed or I would've sent a reply.
Con Quest 2009 was wonderful reading. I
really enjoyed how John Workman regaled
you with stories. I wish you could print them
all! There is a local artist who did art for DC
and Marvel back in the '90s, and he got to
know John a little bit and visited his house
once. He told me about all the artwork on his
walls, even some from Al Williamson, who
has just passed. He was there at one of John's
parties with some other famous artists who
brought him along. All I remember him
telling me now, was that he was awestruck
talking to John Romita, Sr. He was saying that
both Johns were telling great stories of
yesteryear. Where's a recorder when you need
one! Too bad about your sketch from Mike
Golden. I met him in Calgary in April 2009
and had the chance to talk to him for a few
minutes, but he told me he had no time to do
any con sketches.

All the best to you, John!
- a fan, Chris Elliot
Well thar Chris, what can I say but,
shucks, t'warn't nothing.
But seriously, I'm glad to now have
two more votes for the Atom Age
reviews. While I do not own every one
of these issues, my good friend and
inspiration Tegan has made it possible for
me to gain access to the stories for
review.
But you have to tell me something...
who is the local artist you spoke to who
had attended one of John Workman's
parties? I'm sure John would love to
hear about him!
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I am certain that by now everyone is
familiar with the disaster in the Gulf of
Mexico. Horrified with the nightmare that is
killing wildlife and destroying peoples'
livelihoods, I tried to think of ways to help or
even solve this dilemma. As I did on
September 11th when the terrorist attack took
place on the World Trade Center in New York
City, I couldn't help but think how different
things would have been were there super
heroes in our world.
I am not trying to detract from the heroic
efforts of police, fire fighters, and other rescue
groups that fight to protect us and sacrifice
daily on our behalf. However, would the
second plane ever have struck the World
Trade Center if Superman existed in our
world? Upon hearing of the first plane crash,
Superman would have flown to the scene, put
out the fire, rescued the injured, stopped the
second plane, and shored up the damage all
before any other hero could respond. As for
the other two planes, Green Lanterns or other
heroes could have handled them while
Superman was busy.
Lately, I have been watching the
nightmare footage of the oil leak on network
television and listening to the plight of the
people and wildlife in the area and am
appalled. Are we truly this helpless? Or is it
more of a case of incompetence? Either way,
I know that immediately after the explosion
on that British Petroleum (BP) rig, while the
other heroes were putting out the fire and
rescuing oil workers, Aquaman would have
been at the scene a mile down sealing off the
broken pipe and plugging the leak before any
significant damage took place. He might have
needed the aid of a couple of whales or a giant
octopus, but he would have gotten the job
done quickly and efficiently. Not only that,
but he would have had his finny friends on the
scene equipped with sponges and other clean
up materials.

Of course, super heroes are a fantasy,
a dream created by the oppressed to find a
simple solution to their complex
problems. Still, if more people (like BP)
concentrated on preventing problems and
conflicts like super heroes do, wouldn't
the world be a better place?
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Apparently, I am not
alone in my belief that
Aquaman
could
fix
British Petroleum's oil
leak in the Gulf of
Mexico.
On Comedy
Central on Tuesday, June
1st 2010, John Stewart opened The Daily
Show with a lengthy diatribe about the
disaster. In a segment entitled "The
Spilling Fields," an image of crude oil
billowing out of the pipe into the Gulf was
displayed while Stewart stated that "It is
now clear that there is an awful lot of oil in our
Earth. Hey, thank a dinosaur today."
"It is also now clear that BP's latest idea to
solve the oil leak - by waiting for Aquaman to
talk dolphins into stuffing themselves into it may not work." Stewart then turned to look
at the new image on the viewscreen (that
of Aquaman riding Storm) and said
"Biggest seahorse I have ever seen."
He continued his commentary by
describing all the methods tried by BP to
date, pausing at the 6th attempt - laserguided robots equipped with diamond
saws. "We have underwater robots with
diamond saws and you went with that sixth?"
"But fear not America," Stewart reassured
his viewers, "the President of the United
States is on the case." After watching
several film segments of the President
saying that he will not rest until the leak is
stopped, interspersed with scenes of the
President celebrating the Connecticut
Huskies winning the National women's

basketball championship,
attending the JewishAmerican heritage month
celebration, honoring the
Blue
Devil's
men's
basketball championship,
the Asian-American and
Pacific
Islander
heritage
month
celebration, and being interviewed by
Marv Albert for TNT Sports about the
President's love of basketball.
What
happened to not resting?
After watching this, Aquaman may be
our only hope!

To view this video, go to the
following url:
http://www.thedailyshow.com/watch/tuejune-1-2010/the-spilling-fields
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In addition to The Daily Show's riff
on the Gulf disaster, NBC's Saturday
Night Live also satirized the situation two
weeks earlier on May 15, 2010. Hosted
by Alec Baldwin, this episode of SNL
opened with Bill Hader, Jason Sudeikis,
and Fred Armisen as oil executives trying
to explain their failure to stop the oil leak
in the Gulf of Mexico.
The skit opens with a voice over
saying: "And now a message from the people
who ruined our ocean..."
The routine continues with the actors
describing the methods that have been
tried and failed so far - Top Hat, A Giant
Tube, and the Junk Shot. They assure
viewers not to worry, as they have many
other ideas to try, including Dolphins with
Mops, the Schweppes Offensive (because
club soda can get anything out), the Oil
Whisperer, Aquaman, Blame the French,
Duct Tape, and the Back Up Plan (which
is to go watch the movie The Back Up
Plan starring J-Lo).
As there is no explanation attached to
the Aquaman plan, as there is to most of
the others, one can only assume that the
entire plan is that Aquaman will just show
up and fix everything.
Simple, huh?
To view this video, go to the
following url:
http://www.nbc.com/saturday-nightlive/video/schillervision-hiddencamera/2656/

Of course, not everyone is as
optimistic as The Daily Show
and SNL. Many are actually
forecasting that the gushing oil
will be the death of Aquaman.
Take a look at the T-Shirt
shown below, or check out the
Washington Post entry
described on the next page!
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On June 15, 2010, the Comic Riffs
page of the Washington Post web-site
ran a series of cartoons satirizing the BP
oil spill situation in the Gulf of Mexico.
Among these cartoons, was a doctored
up version of the cover to Aquaman #45
of the original series, showing Aquaman
as another victim of this disaster.

AQUAMAN DOWN
Aquaman was among the first
casualties, tragically washing up weeks
ago. And as the BP oil spill has worn on - long uncapped, uncontained and un"killed," top or otherwise -- visual
satirists have co-opted numerous other
cartoon characters.
Given the need to laugh for a moment
in the face of maddening tragedy -- and
as humor is a defiantly uncapped release
-- we should have known such cartoons
would continue to spill onto our pages and
screens.
By Michael Cavna June 15, 2010; 9:10 AM ET
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Shaun McLaughlin shared this with me, and I felt that, as it so accurately reflected
how most of us feel, it had to be passed on to all of you.
The Daily Poppoon is a blog updated daily with humorous pieces about the world of
comic books.

AQUAMAN
ATTACKS
COMEDIAN!

“Just sick of being mocked,”
says the King of the Seven Seas.
Aquaman may be looking
for more of this in the near future.

He then cleared the distance of the club in
one leap, grabbed Hacksmith by the collar and
hefted him into the air like it was nothing.
―I
s this something to make fun of?‖
Aquaman was heard to yell on a cell phone
video. ―Ican punch through a submarine. I
live at the bottom of the (expletive) ocean.
You landlubbers can‘t even build a (expletive)
machine to do that. And I don‘t ‗talk‘ to fish.
They do my bidding. If I were you, I‘d stay
away from beaches from now on because
every shark, barracuda, stingray and
Portuguese man of war is now going to be
looking to eat your wimpy (expletive)."
Police arrived, but Aquaman, as King of
Atlantis, has diplomatic immunity.
Superman, reached for comment at the
Justice League satellite said only:
―I
t‘s been coming for some time. It‘s not
just the comedians. It‘s Family Guy and
South Park and half the shows on Adult
Swim. Really, he gets pretty angry about this.
Rocket Red asked if Aquaman had seen
Family Guy and it took me and the Martian
Manhunter to pull Aquaman off him. And
even at that, the armor‘s never going to be any
good again.‖

Things turned tense late Saturday night
when Aquaman attacked a Laugh Factory
comedian.
―Iwas just doing my act,‖ said funnyman
Dare Hacksmith. ―Iwas doing my material
about Aquaman, which always kills. You
know. He‘s only good near water. I can get
two or three good toilet jokes out of that. And
he talks to fish. Christ all you have to do is
SAY that and the audience cracks up. I mean -- Jesus! He talks to fish. FISH! And then, all
of a sudden, this guy in a business suit with a
little moustache jumps from the back table
onto the stage, grabs me around the neck and
heaves me into the air and starts screaming at
me.‖
Witnesses say that a tall, powerfully built
man with a pencil thin moustache was sitting
in the back corner of the club.
―Hecame in wearing dark glasses,‖ said
Wilfred Ortiz, a tourist from Mobile, AL.
―M
y girl thought he was really handsome. She
said he looked like Brad Pitt, but with
Michael Phelps build. I thought he was some
actor or something 'cause he had that dumb
moustache.‖
A waitress said he ordered one Kaliber
non-alcoholic beer ―…a
nd was a good tipper.‖
When Hacksmith mentioned Aquaman,
audience members said the man in back
became enraged, slamming his fist on the
table and breaking it into several pieces.

http://poppoon.com/FRONT_PAGE.html
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AQUAMAN - TOUGH LIKE OBAMA!
debating him? You realize debates
are why he is President, right?
Seriously, all you do is complain
how Obama is all talk and then you
invite him to a forum that is literally
all talk. That's like saying 'let's

Finally, it looks like Aquaman is
starting to get some respect!
On January 30, 2010, Saturday Night
Live's Seth Meyers referenced Aquaman
in order to diss the GOP. During the
Weekend Update segment, Meyers
reported on a question and answer session
between President Obama and the
Republican members of the House of
Representatives from the previous night,
and proceeded to tear into the
aforementioned politicians.
Seth Meyers said, and I quote:

see how tough Aquaman is once we
get him in the water.' I'm not
saying you were out-classed, but the
whole thing was like the scene in
Raiders of the Lost Ark when the
guy charged at Indiana Jones with
the sword and he just shot him."

"On Friday, President Obama
appeared before House Republicans
in a historic televised Q & A and
performed so well, afterwards GOP
aides said that allowing cameras to
roll like that was a mistake. Come
on Republicans, are you on such a
Scott Brown high you thought you
could take down Barack Obama by

http://www.nbc.com/saturday-nightlive/video/update-favorites/1198010/

Yeah! Aquaman is super tough - at
least, in the water! And he is on par with
Indiana Jones (when in the water).
Okay, it isn't super awesome, but I'll
take anything positive these days.
Thank you Seth Meyers and SNL.
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dimension are exiled Atlantean criminals;
that she has a younger sister; and that
Black Manta once visited her native
dimension..

The story continues as BRIGHTEST DAY
burns away the BLACKEST NIGHT! In this
26-issue bi-weekly follow-up, the white light
has resurrected twelve heroes and villains.
Though the exact reasons for their rebirths
remain a mystery, each is destined to play an
intricate role in the future of the DC Universe.

SIREN: Ah, the mystery woman called
Siren (no relation to Garth's old enemy)
who appeared with her own strike team
looking to assassinate the recently
reunited King and Queen. Evidently, she
is the younger sister of Mera (what
happened to Mera's twin sister Hila?) and
has some strange connection to Black
Manta.

"BRIGHTEST DAY is about second chances.
It's looking at twelve characters that have
been resurrected and examining whether it's a
miracle or a curse. Some second chances
work out … some don't. BRIGHTEST DAY is
the next step in repositioning a lot of
characters in the DC Universe and pushing
them to the next level."
— Geoff Johns on BRIGHTEST DAY

Unfortunately, it looks like the
Brightest Day maxi-series is about
the only place you are going to get
your Aquaman fix until next
summer. So far, the story has
impacted the Aquafamily quite
heavily. Here's a quick rundown on
the latest for those of you who are
not keeping up.
AQUAMAN: He starts out moping
over his inability to telepathically
communicate with anything but
dead sea life, but this quickly
changes when he is attacked by
Mera's little sister while trying to
clean up the oil spill in the Gulf of
Mexico. Then, the white light entity
contacts him and sends him to
protect a young African-American
boy in New Mexico, which leads to
a confrontation with Black Manta.
MERA: Meanwhile, Mera continues
to reveal unpleasant secrets about
her past - like the fact that she was
sent to this dimension to KILL
Aquaman; that the in people her
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BLACK MANTA: Okay, Manta's back,
more vicious than ever, and is helping
Siren with her mission. We learn that his
first name is David (David? I'm
disappointed!) and that he is set on finding
the unusual boy in New Mexico that
Aquaman has been sent to protect.
AQUALAD: Let's face it, this kid's story
is a complete rip-off.
Whether you
compare it to King Arthur or to Star
Wars, there is nothing original here. Here
we have Jackson Hyde, hidden in a home
in the desert being raised by foster parents
whom he believes to be the real deal.
Jackson knows he is different because he
changes whenever he is near water, with
gills and mysterious tattoos appearing on
his body. Now Black Manta and Siren
arrive and try to kill the adopting father
and bring young Jackson over to the dark
side. Enter Aquaman, ready to fight off
the villains and teach Jackson the ways of
the Force... er, I mean the sea.
AQUAGIRL:
Poor Lorena
hasn't fared well in recent years.
First, all of her family and
friends are killed in the sinking
of San Diego, then she finds
herself with powers like
Aquaman's and becomes his
partner only to lose him too
when he is "liquidated" after
raising San Diego from the sea.
After being captured by the
Terror Titans, she escapes and
joins the Teen Titans, only to be
treated as a sex object and not a
true contributing member of the
team. She leaves the group in
October, with her future
unknown.
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Considering how unkind recent events
have been to the Aquacast, I don't expect
poor Lorena to be around for long.
Dolphin, Cerdian, and Koryak were all
killed when the Spectre stomped on
Atlantis and Tempest was murdered by
Black Lantern Aquaman fairly recently in
order to make way for the new Aqualad
(this is straight from Geoff Johns who said
that Garth had to go so that they could
make Aqualad cool).
None of these characters had to die.
Death has become a cheap sales gimmick
and it has really turned me off to comics.
I'm not that certain that even Aquaman is
still safe.

A poster surfaced in late summer that
displayed all the major players in
Brightest Day with hints as to future
events in the series.
Mera is shown
kneeling before a stony altar on which lies
the bones of the Black Lantern Aquaman.
There is no hint of the real Aquaman
anywhere. Just to the right of them is the
new Aqualad, creating a hard water sword
(or is he using white lantern powers?)
while Black Manta watches from the
darkness.
So far, there is not much bright about
Brightest Day. Hopefully, by the time all
is said and done, we will have a bright
new start for Aquaman and friends.
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WHAT!?
WHY - THAT'S
OUTRAGEOUS!!

I don't know about you, but I have
grown fond of Batman: The Brave and
the Bold and its light-hearted attitude. So
when it was announced at the San Diego
Comic Con in July that both the animated
series and the comic book had reached
their end, I was disheartened. And sure
enough, Diamond Distributer's Previews
catalogue soon listed the sad news of the
cancellation of Batman: The Brave and
the Bold with issue #22.
At least I was comforted
by the fact that there are
13 more new episodes
left to be broadcast.
And then, as Gomer
Pyle might say, surprise,
surprise, DC rocked me
with the announcement
that they will launch a
new title, The All-New
Batman: The Brave and
the Bold in November.
Was this due to fan
outrage? Who cares, as
long as there is the
possibility of more of
the outrageous antics of
the Brave and Bold
Aquaman.
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On July 14, 2010, the last issue of DC
Super Friends came out. Why was the
series cancelled, and more appropriately,
why was there NO notification anywhere
of the series' demise?
In a desperate search for the truth, I
contacted the Super Friends cover artist J.
Bone. "It's true," J. Bone sighed. "DC
cancelled the Super Friends. I too am
upset that there wasn't at the least an
announcement of any kind. I'm hoping it
won't be long until DC announces another
kid friendly Justice League style book but
until then there's always the Batman:
Brave and the Bold based on the TV
show."
Apparently, sales were low (even
though it always sold out at our comic
book store). That, and the fact that
Mattel had discontinued the toy line that
the comic was based on, left no real
reason to continue the series.
Once again, there is one less outlet
for Aquaman fun each month. Moan.

Above: Cover art for the 29th and last issue
of DC Super Friends. No word on whether or
not the last few issues will be collected into
a trade paperback.
Below: The creative team behind DC Super
Friends says their farewell to the readers.
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Debuting sometime between now and
next fall on Cartoon Network is the 30minute animated series Young Justice.
Robin, Kid Flash, Superboy, Artemis, Miss
Martian and Aqualad are the stars of the
show, which focuses on their adventures as
the covert operations team for the Justice
League.
Warner Bros. Animation has
promised 26 episodes for the first season.
Don't expect Young Justice to be
anything like the comic book by the same
name. This series is set on Earth-16, far
removed from the earth of the comic book DC
Universe.
According to producer Brandon Vietti, the
series is set in a "new age of heroes" where
the Justice League was recently founded and
has to deal with the problem of their new
found celebrity interfering with their ability to
battle the super villains. Thus the need for the
Young Justice team.
Aqualad will be the leader of the team.
As Jackson Hyde, Aqualad is an average
student, with blond hair and bright blue eyes,
has an on-again/off-again girlfriend, and is
pretty bored living in New Mexico.
Expect to see the Justice League
appearing on a frequent basis, as well a large
number of well-known DC villains. It has
also been stated that Garth, the original
Aqualad, will also appear in the show.

Khary Payton will provide the voice
of Aqualad, leader of Young Justice.

The main voice cast of Young Justice
consists of:
Jesse McCartney as Dick
Grayson/Robin; Jason Spisak as Kid Flash;
Khary Payton (who was the voice of Cyborg
in the Teen Titans animated series) as
Aqualad; Nolan North as Superboy; Danica
McKellar as Miss Martian; and Stephanie
Lemelin as Artemis.
Listed as the voice for Justice League
member Aquaman is Phil LaMarr, who
previously provided the voice for Green
Lantern John Stewart in the Justice League
Animated Series.
We can also expect a comic book series
based on the animated Young Justice,
currently slated to be written by Art Baltazar
and Franco Aureliani, with Mike Norton on
art. Don't be surprised to see action

figures based on the series as well.
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On Sale November 24,
2010

On Sale April 6, 2011

BRIGHTEST DAY:
SERIES 2:
MERA Action Figure

BLACKEST NIGHT:
SERIES 7:
RED LANTERN MERA
Action Figure

One of the stars of DC's
mega-series Brightest Day,
Mera (at long last) is getting
her own action figure from
DC Direct and it is a beauty!

The hugely successful
Blackest Night action figure
line continues with its 7th
installment!

Dressed in her traditional
green outfit (sans the
flippers), the Mera figure
stands at 6.5", features
multiple points of
articulation and includes a
display base.

Red Lantern Mera, with a
rage-filled heart, she
becomes a slave to the Red
Ring of Power.
The Red Lantern Mera figure
stands 6.5" high, features
multiple points of
articulation, and a display
base. A trident and Dex-Starr
the cat are also included.

On Sale March 2, 2011

BRIGHTEST DAY:
SERIES 1:
AQUAMAN Action Figure
They're back for a reason....
The first installment of the
Brightest Day action figure
line leads off with the
resurrected Aquaman.
Carrying his signature
trident, the Aquaman figure
stands at 6.75" and features
multiple points of
articulation and include a
display base.
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And {sigh} a trident is also
included. (Can't water folk
have other accessories
besides tridents?).

That's right - I'll get my own
action figure from DC Direct
next summer. Take that Garth.
Boo-yeah!

From the too
weird to
not be true
department...
Don't hold your
breath, but I have read
rumors indicating that
Mattel will produce a
Masters of the
Universe versus DC
action figure two pack
featuring Merman and
Aquaman.

And, if you are a fan of McDonalds'
cuisine, you can get your very own
Aquaman figure and Black Manta
Sub-Launcher toy in the
Batman: the Brave and the Bold
Happy Meal.
(Of course, by the time this sees print,
they will be long gone. Sorry folks.)
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Currently On Sale

MEGOS ARE BACK!
Well, sort of.

I never thought I'd live to see the day that my
favorite childhood toy would return to the
store shelves, but lo and behold, MEGO-style
dolls are back. Yes, by definition, they are
dolls as they come with removable clothing,
but SO WHAT?! I had almost every single
MEGO 8" figure made in the 70s, including
the vehicles and play sets. So I am thrilled to
announce that in the second wave of Mattel's
DC Universe Retro-Action series are none
other than Aquaman and Black Manta!!
Wave one of Mattel's
DC Universe RetroAction series
consisted of
Superman, Lex
Luthor, Green
Lantern, and Sinestro.

The second wave
features Batman,
Two-Face,
Aquaman, and
Black Manta.

The third wave will
have Wonder Woman,
Cheetah, Flash, and
Captain Cold.
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HEY KIDS!
You'll be the coolest kid on the bus when you go to
school with Aquaman school supplies. Imagine
keeping all your pens and pencils in an Aquaman
pencil case, or sharpening those pencils with an
Aquaman pencil sharpener! And won't the other
kids be jealous when they see you with your
Aquaman pocket folder, theme note book, and note
pad! Of course, you'll have to let the other heroes
in on the fun, so show off twelve super friends on
one twelve-inch super ruler! And don't forget to
bring your lunch in the awesome Super Friends
lunch box and thermos. Your lunch won't be
complete without a box of super hero cookies to go
with your hero sandwich!
Yes sir, taking Aquaman to school
makes the school day fun!
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In 1974 and 1975, Prudential Paper
Products (also known as Pentab) produced sets of
back-to-school products using images of DC super
heroes.
Batman, Robin, Superman, Wonder
Woman, Aquaman, Captain Marvel (Shazam), and
the Joker were all included.
Among the products produced were spiral
theme 81/2"x11" note books, 3"x5" note pads, book
covers, pocket folders, pencil sharpeners, rulers,
and pencil cases.
To the best of my knowledge, the pencil case
was produced only in blue with an image of
Aquaman on it. Likewise, the rulers were all
identical, made of white plastic with decals of
twelve different super hero's faces attached. The
folders, notebooks, note pads, covers, and pencil
sharpeners varied, each featuring a different hero.
I have never been able to find a theme book, note
pad, book cover or pencil sharpener with
Aquaman's likeness on it, but I am sure that they
were manufactured. It is highly unlikely that any
of them have survived to today.
However, I have managed to obtain the pencil
case, ruler and a folder with Aquaman on it.
Images of these items adorn this page for your
enjoyment.

Above: the exterior to the
Aquaman pocket folder.
Left: the images on the
interior pockets.
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Below: The Aquaman
Pencil Case from 1974

Above: How well do you measure up to the Super Heroes?

Got the munchies?
Then you might like to bite into a box of
delicious Nabisco Super Heroes Cookies!
Or... maybe not. Despite all the
preservatives, I doubt they are still any
good, seeing as how they were made
back in 1982.

This series of DC Comics inspired
cookies featuring artwork by George Perez
and Dick Giordano. There were ten different
style boxes, each with a different character on
the front of the box. The sides and the backs
were always the same. Inside the box was an
airtight wax bag that contained a variety of
cookies in the shapes of ten featured heroes
and villains. Now you could have adventures
while snacking with Superman, Wonder
Woman, Batman, Robin, Batgirl, Aquaman,
Captain Marvel, the Riddler, Penguin, and the
Joker.
Oddly enough, the fact that Nabisco held
the licensing image to Robin for these
cookies, kept Nabisco and DC from using
Robin in the New Teen Titans drug awareness
books in the 1980s. George Perez had already
drawn the first book before Keebler became
the sponsor. As Robin was licensed to
Nabisco, Robin had to be replaced by the
Protector. All the drawings of Robin were
whited-out and redrawn by editor Dave
Manak. And now you know the rest of the
story.
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Aladdin Industries, Inc.
In 1908, Victor Samuel Johnson, a
former bookkeeper and salesman for the Iowa
Soap Company in Burlington, Iowa, formed
The Mantle Lamp Company of America
Western Lighting Company in Minneapolis,
Minnesota and began selling German-made
kerosene lamps. In 1912, his company began
manufacturing their own mantle lamps, which
gave off a steady white light without smoke.
He called them ―Ala
ddin lamps,‖ after the
magical lamp in the popular children‘s story.
In 1917, Johnson began producing
Aladdin Thermalware jars (insulated cooking
dishes).
Following the death of Victor S. Johnson
in 1943, his son Victor S. Johnson, Jr. became
president of what had come to be known as
Aladdin Industries, Inc. and he moved all
offices and manufacturing facilities to
Nashville, Tennessee in 1949.
In the 1940s, Aladdin began producing
metal lunch boxes. In the early 1950s, the
Hopalong Cassidy lunch box was their first
licensed product and was quickly followed by
many more characters from the movies,
television, and other popular media.
During the 1980s, steel lunch boxes were
phased out and replaced with plastic.
Aladdin continued to experience growth
throughout the 1990s, only to have to shut
down in 2002 due to mismanagement and
high operation costs. However, Seattle-based
Pacific Market International (PMI)
purchased Aladdin in 2002, continuing the
tradition of producing school lunch boxes and
other functional food and beverage products.

While the idea of the lunch box has been
around since the middle 1800s, when
manufacturers produced tin containers for
their food products, which, once empty, were
then used by consumers to carry their lunches
to work.
With the invention of the thermos bottle
in 1903, it was only a matter of time before
someone found a way to market the lunch box
to school children and, in 1935, Mickey
Mouse became the first licensed character
featured on a metal lunch box.
However, the company best known for
producing a wide range of licensed character
lunch boxes was Aladdin, the same company
that brought us the Super Friends lunch box
in 1976.
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RIGHT:
The bottom
panel of the
lunch box.

The Super Friends lunch box of 1976
featured Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman,
and Robin on the front (the door or opening
panel). On the back were Batgirl, the Flash,
and Green Arrow. The right side displayed
Supergirl with Batman and Robin, and on the
left side were Catwoman, the Riddler, and the
Joker.
Relegated to the bottom were
Aquaman, Hawkman, and Green Lantern.
The thermos had a purple cup for a cap, and
was wrapped with the images of Superman,
Batman, Wonder Woman, Batgirl, and the
Flash.

ABOVE AND BELOW:
The right and left side panels of the lunch box.

In the year 2000, the Hallmark
Company released a Christmas tree ornament
replica of the 1976 Aladdin lunch box. It was
the eighth in the series of lunch box
ornaments, a series that began in 1997 and
ended in 2004. The accompanying replica
thermos differs greatly from the original,
featuring super villains instead of super
heroes and having a green cap instead of a
purple one. Also, the top, sides, and bottom
of the replica lunch box are solid silver with
no character images. Thus, NO AQUAMAN!

ABOVE: Hallmark's Christmas ornament reproduction of the Super Friends lunch box and thermos
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Super Hero Dictionary
1978
Warner Educational Services

Many familiar heroes were used,
including: Aquaman, the Atom, Batgirl,
Batman, Black Canary, Catwoman, Comet the
Super Horse, Firehair, Flash, Green Arrow,
Green Lantern, Hawkgirl, Hawkman, Joker,
Krypto, Lois Lane, Lex Luthor, Jimmy Olsen,
Penguin, Robin, Supergirl, Superman,
Tomahawk, and Wonder Woman

Intended as a learning dictionary for
children 5 to 8 years old, the Super
Dictionary used familiar characters from DC
Comics to help early readers improve their
vocabularies.
In the introduction, the authors state that:

Apparently, in an effort to be politically
correct as well as reach a wider reader base,
the authors included several new, ethnic
characters to accompany the established
heroes. These characters, all drawn by Joe
Kubert, included Conjura the sorceress,
spaceship pilot Jonna Crisp, electric powered
El Dragon, Daily Planet reporter Wilson
Forbes, African-American frontiersman Jody,
interplanetary SR-12, and detectives Ted and
Terri Trapper.

THE SUPER DICTIONARY is a serious
book about words written in a fascinating
manner just for children. It combines
trusted learning theory and America's best
known and loved characters.
The
irresistible quality of the colorful art, the
story form of the definitions and the
special challenge to the young learner
make this dictionary a book of many uses
over a wide age range. Pre-schoolers,
beginning readers and advancing readers
alike find THE SUPER DICTIONARY a joy to
use. It is clearly organized and is a
convenient and entertaining resource
book unlike any other. Parents reading the
book to children and having it read back to
them know the pleasure of participating in
a positive learning experience.

Artwork for the established heroes was
culled from existing comics and then
recolored and adapted to work with the word
the art would illustrate. As the dictionary
defines over 4,000 words, not every word has
an illustration. Typically, there are only two
or three images per page while there can be
four to six words defined.
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Aquaman is used in connection with 64
word entries as well as appearing on top of the
first Super Who's Who page. While it is no
surprise that Aquaman is used for words like
deep, lake, swim, and whale, it is interesting
that he also accompanies words like air,
banana, poem, and quick. The Aquaman
artwork used was drawn by such luminaries as
Jim Aparo, Nick Cardy, Dick Dillin, Ramona
Fradon, Mike Grell, Don Newton, and George
Tuska.
The following words use Aquaman in
either the description, in an illustration, or
both.

air, asleep, back, banana,
because, believe, boat, bottom,
builder, care, chosen, coral,
deep, dip, drift, drown,
eight, fish, flipper, get,
glass, got, hard, himself,
hook, island, January, lake,
last, line, live, lord,
Maine, much, name, o'clock,
order, pale, poem, pond,
present, quick, rest, row,
sail, scum, shell, slow,
sometimes, son, such, surface,
swam, swim, ten, touch,
treat, turtle, united, usual,
water, whale, with, you've.
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It is kind of fun to read these bizarre
entries. Despite all the education behind the
producers of this dictionary, they evidently do
not know children. As a child, I would have

been insulted by how this dictionary talks
down to me. They should have taken a lesson
from Dr. Seuss, or better yet, from the comic
books themselves!
hard

chosen
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care

It is interesting to see how the producer of the
dictionary reformatted the artwork they used. Not
only did they adjust it to fit the word it would
illustrate, but they also changed the colors of
several characters. Most likely they were given
black and white drawings, with no guidelines for
additional characters included in some scenes.
That would explain why Aqualad has red
leggings in one illustration, and has his costume
colored green and orange like Aquaman's in
another. And if you thought the Bugala looked
rather garish in his old purple and orange, his lake
monster hues are even worse!

Okay, the Super Dictionary is really an oversimplified, politically correct attempt at a learning tool that
probably would have been more at home beside the old Dick and Jane reading primers rather than the
late 1970s when children were being taught in a fun way by Sesame Street, the Electric Company, and
School House Rock. Today, it is a humorous romp down memory lane for us "old school" collectors of
crazy bits of nostalgia. Take it for what it is and enjoy a quick flip through the Super Dictionary.
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by Laura Gjovaag

There's been a lot of talk recently on-line
about a proposed Aquaman movie. I've
weighed in a couple of places on my
opinion, but maybe it's time to make my
stance a little more formal. That's what this
article is about.
First off, there are a LOT of movie ideas
in Hollywood every year. I don't know for
sure what percentage of them actually get
made, but I suspect that at least 99% of them
don't go anywhere. Probably more. That
includes ones that hit the rumor mill, even
ones with producer/writer/director names
attached. So the odds are very firmly
against an Aquaman movie being made,
even though a rumor of one has surfaced.
That's why I'm not getting all excited about
it. It's just not likely to happen.
Now don't get me wrong, here. I don't
mean to be a spoilsport or something. I
know it's fun to speculate on the nature of a
movie like this. Who will star? What will
they do with the character? Is it possible
that they'd make it into a comedy?
Speculation will only die when the last fan is
dead and buried... and even then I wouldn't

be surprised if it somehow managed to
continue. But that doesn't change the odds.
Any movie is still really unlikely to be
made.
Regarding the idea that an Aquaman
movie would work as a comedy... guys,
there just aren't enough jokes. You cannot
base a whole movie around a single joke and
have it be worth watching. And comedy,
REAL comedy, is a heckuva lot harder than
drama. No matter what you think of
Aquaman as a character, I really don't see a
comedy with him working. You run out of
genuinely funny material way too quickly.
Don't you think we already have enough
lame comedies around? Please.

Kiefer
Sutherland
was slated to
appear as
Aquaman in a
2001 rumor...
still waiting.
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interested in Aquaman, but a movie done
with a sense of the scope and power that
Miyazaki imparts could be strong enough to
carry Aquaman.
If you haven't seen
Miyazaki's movie Spirited Away yet, go
borrow or rent it and watch it. That movie
gives water a presence, in many different
forms. A good Aquaman movie would have
that same understanding of water as
environment. In any Aquaman movie, the
water itself needs to be considered a
character.
Of course, the odds of an animated film
being made, particularly one with artwork as
good as supplied by my imagination, are
even more slim than the odds of a liveaction Aquaman film being made.
But hey, speculation is fun, right? So
here's some fangirl thoughts on how an
Aquaman movie "ought" to be made. Please
remember, I'm not a writer, I'm just a fan,
and a really biased one, too.

Moving on, there's an unwritten
understanding that this rumored Aquaman
movie would be live-action. I don't think
that would work. Aquaman is very much a
water-based character - he spends most of
his time underwater. Now it's true that if
you go back to the Golden Age Aquaman
stories, he spends a lot of time on the surface
dealing with more mundane crooks and
such, but if you want to give the character
any depth at all, he needs to be underwater a
lot.
Despite the advances in film
technology, there is still no way to put an
actor underwater and have him give a
speech without it being contrived or
unconvincing.
My answer to that is pretty simple. I'd
prefer an animated Aquaman movie.
Preferably something in the style of
Japanese film director and animator Hayao
Miyazaki. No, I don't think Miyazaki
himself would be in the slightest bit

RIGHT:
Images of
the River
God from
Spirited
Away, a
Japanese
animated
film by
Hayao
Miyazaki.
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These ideas wouldn't get me in the door at
Hollywood or DC Comics. All I have to offer is
my imagination, so don't expect much.
If you want to make a film starring
Aquaman, that's all well and good, but that's not
enough. Maybe it's enough to say "let's make a
Superman film" or "let's make a Batman film"
and go on the strength of the name alone. But
Aquaman? No way. The first thing Aquaman
needs is a very solid central plot. A story. And
it has to be a really fine story, or there is simply
no point in going forward. If you haven't got a
story, why bother telling the tale?
In order to find the story I'd want to share,
I'd probably look at the character that I want to
show. Aquaman comes in many different
flavors. There's the Golden Age Aquaman,
friend to all who sail the seven seas. There's the
Silver Age Aquaman, monarch and protector of
the oceans.
There's the Super Friends
Aquaman, a scientist type who couldn't help
getting out of his element. There's the late
Silver Age Aquaman, grieving father and angstridden. There's the Harpoon Aquaman, working
his way toward wisdom but still bitter and angry.
And there's the water-hand Aquaman, leader and
hero with a touch of mysticism thrown in.
There's even Joseph, the Aquaman-who-is-notAquaman. The first task of the writer would be
to pick which Aquaman to tackle. One of the
existing versions, or a blend of them? If you
stray too far, you might as well rename the
character and stop pretending to be Aquaman.
There's enough variation within the more than
sixty years worth of Aquaman stories that
staying true to the character without being
shackled by his history shouldn't be difficult for
a competent writer.
I, personally, would start by defining
Aquaman using his origin. Where a character
comes from can be a major factor in how they
act and what they do in the future. And
Aquaman has a nice array of origins to choose
from. For my project, I would blend the Silver
Age origin with the modern origin. I would
have Aquaman's mother wash ashore to a
lighthouse either pregnant or with a babe in
arms. I would have the lighthouse keeper, Tom
Curry, raise the boy as his own. I wouldn't
necessarily put all this into the script, but I

would use it as a background for creating the
story.
Why the Silver Age origin? Well, it's
romantic. The whole "mysterious and beautiful
woman" thing is a neat pull on the heartstrings.
And it's arguably less derivative, or at least less
silly, than the whole "raised by dolphins"
storyline. I mean, Tarzan of the fish? Spare me.
But adding in the modern version of his
parentage gives this version a story advantage
over the Silver Age version. He doesn't know
who his father is. He still has a father figure, but
who is his real father? What is his heritage?
Yeah, I know. Very derivative. But a classic
story nonetheless, and something simple enough
that an audience could pick up on it and identify
with it quickly. It suggests an initial plotline for
a movie, as well.

The unaired Aquaman pilot filmed by the producers the
Smallville television show did exactly as Laura proposed.
They blended the tale of Thomas Curry and Atlanna with the
modern mystery of the infant prince banished from Atlantis.
Throw in the Bermuda Triangle, a couple of potential love
interests, and the intervention of the military, and unlimited
plot potential was created. Too bad the newly formed CW
Network turned it down.
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Once a decision about the version of
Aquaman is made, the next step is why should
the audience care about him? That's where we
start to look at the story. Being a nicely
romantic stranded stranger raised by a
lighthouse keeper is all well and good, but what
is the pull? Why do we care? Do we care
because his adventures will have a major impact
on the surface world? Do we care because
through his eyes we will see another world
hidden to the surface? What's the bait? How are
we going to get people to actually want to see
this movie?
While I don't have any truly imaginative
answers to that question, I do want to move on
so I'll use a slightly less exciting premise for my
movie. Let's say that Aquaman's mother, on her
deathbed, gave him an artifact of some sort that
she begged the boy (let's say he was twelve or
so) to return to her home once he was old
enough. There we go, nice and easy setup for a
quest movie. It also gives a little bit of structure
to the movie already, as we know that the final
scene ought to be Aquaman entering Atlantis for
the first time. Well, at least that's how I imagine
it. I suppose the final scene could be Aquaman
learning that he's the rightful heir to the throne.
Or the final scene could be Aquaman finding out
who his father is. Or something like that. I
personally wouldn't want to quite finish the film:
I'd want to leave Atlantis itself as a mystery so
that the city wouldn't dominate the film.
Ok, so we've got the barest outline of a
story... but is it good enough to actually turn into
a film? I'm going to pause a moment and say
that for my idea - probably not. While I would
love to see such a film, I
don't think my quest idea has
enough of a pull for a
general audience. Someone
doing this as more than an
exercise of the imagination
would have to come up with
a much better plot than I
have. Like I said, this is
Aquaman we're talking
about. He can't carry a
movie on name recognition
alone.
Once you've got a story,
a better story than I'm

capable of coming up with presumably, then you
have to decide how to present it. I already
mentioned that I would leave Atlantis out for the
most part. There are other decisions. Are you
going to show young Arthur growing up, and if
so will it be through flashbacks? What other
characters will be in the film? Is it going to be
set primarily underwater, or will Aquaman need
to do research on land? What will Aquaman
look like? Will the film be live-action or
animated?
It's enough to give a fan a headache, to think
through all the options. My fangirl reaction is
that a good Aquaman movie would have to be
animated. Preferably it would be a movie that
exploits our sense of wonder, and most of the
movie would have to be underwater. I would
also prefer a Silver Age type origin, and a Silver
Age type of character... except younger, going
out into the world to seek his destiny. I would
want him to grow throughout the movie into a
character more like a hero.
When all is said and done, I still don't think
an Aquaman movie would be viable, particularly
not in today's market in which superheroes are
beginning to visibly glut. And, as I mentioned
above, I don't think a live-action Aquaman
movie could be done convincingly or even well.
And the last thing we, as Aquaman fans,
need is another Super Friends to drag the
character down so that nobody is interested in
him anymore. That's another reason to not pay
attention to the rumors. No Aquaman fan wants
the movie that *can* be made to be Aquaman's
representation to the non-comic book reading
world.
LEFT:
The television series
Entourage on HBO
focused much of its
second season around the
idea of central character
actor Vincent Chase as
being cast in and filming
director James Cameron's
movie epic - Aquaman.
The entire concept was
done tongue-in-cheek,
lampooning the idiot way
Hollywood approaches
comic book hero films.
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As John Daly brings a new look to the series, Aquaman's adventures continue to evolve.
Aquaman calls upon his finny friends more frequently now, which will soon develop into a
fixture in the series. Familiar faces like Black Jack and Ark the Sea Lion (seal) return. This
is a grand transition period as the golden age characteristics of the strip begin to fade away
and the silver age standards begin to take hold. in In these stories, which often feature a
wry sense of humor, Aquaman begins to truly earn his name as King of the Seas!
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Adventure Comics #124
(January 1948)

"The Sea Serpent‖
art by John Daly
In the Galapagos Islands, Professor Ira
Ness examines a rare moss eaten by the giant
tortoises and discovers Vitamin XX - the
substance that speeds up growth. However, he
is betrayed by his assistant, Jack Leech, who
murders the professor, spilling a sample of the
vitamin solution on the beach in the process.
Coincidentally, a small harmless water snake
slithering nearby finds the spill and consumes
the entire sample.

While desperately avoiding being trampled
to death, Aquaman tosses a crate of carrots into
the rabbit's path. The beast stops suddenly to
eat, which causes Leach to be hurled forward,
breaking his neck in the fall and taking the secret
of Vitamin XX with him as he dies.

Days later, a freighter steaming towards
Ecuador is attacked by a giant sea serpent!
Aquaman, who happened to be in the area, saves
the crew and chases off the monster. Over the
next two days, word of the giant snake makes
headlines around the world.
While investigating the region where the
giant sea snake struck, Aquaman discovers the
body of Professor Ness, wrapped and weighted
to keep it at the bottom of the sea. Investigating
the corpse, the sea sleuth finds a government
permit for a laboratory in the Galapagos, and
decides to try to find the lab. Once there, he
tries to question Leach, but the killer panics and,
using a giant rabbit as a mount, attacks
Aquaman.

Returning to the sea, Aquaman tracks down
the giant sea snake and tosses a grenade down its
throat. The resulting explosion ends once and
for all the menace of the giant sea snake.
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Adventure Comics #125
(February 1948)

―D
-Day in Davy Jones Locker‖
art by John Daly
Black Jack is back and he has taken over
Professor Saybrook's attempt to set a new record
for deep-sea exploring.
Hijacking the
professor's diving sphere, Black Jack descends
nine miles to the unexplored depths of the
Pacific Ocean and sets a series of traps for
Aquaman. Forcing Saybrook to send a phony
distress signal, Jack lures Aquaman into the
volcanic crevice known as the "Lost Canyons."
Wearing pressure resistant suits, Jack and his
crew ambush Aquaman and fire harpoon darts at
him.
Using a
giant turtle as a
tank, Aquaman
charges the thugs,
who retreat under
a rock shelf.
When Aquaman
follows, he gets
enmeshed in a
barbed wire net.
Fortunately, a sawfish cuts him free,
but not before the
pirates blind the
hero with a battery
of
high-powered
colored lights. Old
man octopus comes
to
the
rescue,
providing a "smoke
screen" of ink to hide Aquaman while he
escapes to safety.
Unable to get
near the villains,
Aquaman has the
octopus perform
another task hurling boulders
at the crooks.
When Jack and
crew retreat to the

bathysphere, Aquaman pursues with
the aid of a giant
ray. Once safely
atop the sphere,
Aquaman calls a
whale to tow the
felons to the surface
where he turns
them over to the
authorities.
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Adventure Comics #126
(March 1948)

―T
he Man in the Iron Shoe‖
script by Don Cameron
art by John Daly
When several crooks apparently drown
themselves while evading capture, the police
call on Aquaman for help. While examining
the bridge where one felon jumped, the sea
sleuth finds a white "x" marked on the
ground. Later, he finds an "x" on another
bridge, and decides to lie in wait to see what
happens. Eventually, fleeing felon Tipper
Dale escapes to the bridge and makes for the
white "x" only to be tackled by Aquaman.
Dale kicks Aquaman in the face with an iron
shoe, stunning the hero, and then leaps off the
bridge.

Aquaman follows Dale into the water, where
the weight of his iron shoes swiftly pulls him
down - right into the open hatchway of a waiting
submarine! Trailing the sub, Aquaman is
amazed to see it slip inside the hull of a large,
sunken ship. Inside the "wreck," Aquaman finds
an airtight headquarters where the "drowned"
criminals can rest in comfort while waiting their
turn for plastic surgery by a gangster doctor.
Realizing that Aquaman is on to their
identity altering scheme, the criminals attack,
but the fight is short and Aquaman easily
overpowers the thugs, and then turns them over
to the authorities.
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Adventure Comics #127
(April 1948)

―A iFsh Out of Water‖
art by John Daly
He's back again! That dastardly Black
Jack is out on the high seas trying to hijack a
salvage ship when Aquaman arrives to stop
him.
However, Aquaman is a bit
overconfident, and is caught by an exploding
depth charge lobbed at him by Black Jack.
Finding only pieces of Aquaman's uniform,
Jack is convinced that he has finally seen the
last of his old foe.

Black Jack, having
witnessed the feat,
knows that Saunders is
Aquaman, but Jack
soon realizes that
Aquaman has amnesia.
Unable to resist the
irony of the situation,
Jack hires "Saunders"
as a cabin boy and
takes great strides to humiliate the dazed hero.
Jack even goes so far as to dress one of his men as
Aquaman in order to lure in a freighter loaded
with gold.
Meanwhile, an accident in the galley restores
Aquaman's memory. Overhearing Jack's plan,
Aquaman ambushes the imposter and claims the
costume for himself. He then calls on his
swordfish
and whale
friends
to
help
him
disable the
pirate ship
and
carry
Black Jack
and his crew
to shore and
the waiting
authorities.

However, Aquaman did survive, and washed
up on a rocky shore where he was found by an old
lighthouse keeper who nursed him back to health.
Upon awakening, our hero has no memory of who
he is or what he was doing. Convinced that his
memory will return on its own accord, he renames
himself Seven Seas Saunders and goes looking for
a job.
Spying a tanker on fire, he instinctively dives
into the water to rescue the crew. Tethering the
men to a life line, he tows them through the swift
Dead Man's Current and then drags them below
the fuel burning on the water's surface.
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Adventure Comics #128
(May 1948)

"The Sea Circus‖
script by Joe Samachson
art by John Daly
Looking in on an area that once teamed
with sea life, Aquaman soon noticed the reason
for its absence. A cliff was breaking up and
dropping tons of rocks and boulders into the
sea on a routine basis, making it unsafe for life
in the area.
Needing to pay for engineers to stop the
rock slides, Aquaman decides to put on a sea
circus to raise funds. Soon, Aquaman has Flipp
the flying fish jumping through fiery hoops,

Louie the lungfish climbing a tree, seals and
whales rescuing a "sinking" ship, and a balloon
fish performing buffoonery. However, a trio of
thieves cut the power and attempt to steal the
$40,000 profit from the circus.
Using a
luminous fish for light, Aquaman locates the
crooks.
When one of the burglars pulls a gun, an
octopus quickly disarms him. Then, a walrus,
various seals, whales, electric eels, and even
Louie the lungfish help capture the three thugs.
With the sea circus a smashing success,
Aquaman soon has an engineering crew at work,
making the waters safe once more.
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Adventure Comics #129
(June 1948)

―T
he Treasure Beneath the Lake‖
art by John Daly
Remember Ark the sea lion? Once again
Aquaman's old friend joins him for a restful
vacation, this time exploring the quiet waters of
a man-made lake below the Brentwood Dam.
An old town was inundated when the river was
dammed, and many houses still stand at the
bottom of the lake.

in-a-bottle. Duke arrives at that moment and
whacks Aquaman on the back of the head.
Dumping the bound Aquaman on his ship, Duke
imprisons his men in the ship's hold and then
sets a bomb to kill them all. Believing that he
gold is now all his, Duke heads out in a row
boat.

Looking around, Aquaman and Ark spy
three divers pummeling a fourth man. The
heroic pair drive off the attackers and help the
victim to the safety of the shore where he tells
his tale.
His name is Fogarty, and he was partners
with Stumpy Henry, who had hidden a fortune in
gold dust somewhere in the area. A treasure
map to the buried gold dust lies in a model ship
in a bottle inside his old house, which now lies
at the bottom of the lake. Duke, a gangster, and
his thugs killed Stumpy Henry over it, and tried
to do the same to Fogarty.
Leaving Fogarty safe on the shore,
Aquaman and Ark head for Stumpy Henry's
house, but find that the crooks have beaten them
there. Disguising himself as a ghost, Aquaman
scares the thieves away, and then finds the ship-

But faithful Ark was watching the whole
time and jumps aboard ship in time to nudge
Aquaman overboard.
The bomb explodes
seconds later, killing the three imprisoned thugs.
Aquaman soon intercepts Duke as he attempts to
flee in a sea plane. Aquaman causes the plane to
crash, resulting in Dukes death.
Aquaman retrieves the map, which shows
that the gold dust's secret location lies now
beneath tons of concrete and steel, buried below
the Brentwood Dam.
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WORLD‘S FINEST #203
June 1971

―
Who‘s Minding the Earth?‖
story – Steve Skeates
art – Dick Dillin and Joe Giella

When Aquaman finds the remains of an
oceanography lab, he sees several awkward
man-like porpoises who telepathically drive
him into unconsciousness.
Elsewhere,
Superman, is attacked by two dark figures
who cause blindness in everyone they meet,
including Superman. When his eyes clear,
Superman follows the pair to the ruined lab
where he finds Aquaman and revives the sea
king.
brother held no love for others. Unable to
stop the reproduction process, the mutant
dolphin soon produced other hateful
brothers who destroyed the lab and planned
to seek revenge on humanity.
The heroes soon track down the evil
brothers, but the porpoise-men create a sonic
monster to fight them. Aquaman confronts
the mutants while Superman destroys the
sonic monster. Superman then scoops up all
the porpoise men and flies them off to a
distant, unoccupied planet that they can call
their own.

One of the porpoise-men approaches the
heroes, begging for help. He explains that
he is a mutant dolphin, abandoned at birth
and rescued by oceanographers who raised
him and taught him to speak. When he was
fully grown, he sought out other humans,
who laughed at his clumsiness. Returning
home, he split into two beings, but his
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EVOKING AND PROVOKING ALL MY EVIL TWINS
(WHAT ELSE IS NEW?)
Considering the entirety of that
consciously -- wanted as little personal
rough and tumble ride aboard that rickety
contact with this correspondent as he
tin-plated organ-grinding-to-a-veritablecould possibly obtain) convincing that
pulp roller coaster known locally as my
venerable usually hands-on editor to allow
career and doing so in the manner typical
me to write all those Kid Flash fillers of
to the garden variety interviewee (coming
mine on spec! But, as for those three and
up in advance with, that is to say, an
a half full-book deals I did in
appropriate answer to a question which in
collaboration with Julie (and there’s
all actuality is actually rarely even ever
simply no way of getting around the fact
asked), I would say, had I to do it all
that, when it came to the longer stuff,
again, I’d probably cut down on the
with Julie you were always a co-author
screaming, replacing all
and never the sole
of that with a lot more
progenitor of whatgritting of the teeth and
ever was going on) –
holding of the breath,
hey, I love that stuff
yet basically I’d pretty
and do wish I had been
much follow the same
a bit better at curbing
path as previously.
my desire to be in
One thing, though,
complete control, so
that I now wish I’d done
that then I could have
a bit more of is actively
done a bit more of it
pursue writing additional
all!
stories
for
Julie
Back in the Fall of
Schwartz – full book
2006, within an article
stories, to be exact, my
I
prepared
for
Charlton Spotlight, I
Kid Flash back-ups being
spoke at length o’er my
(after all) rather an
initial
experience
aberration, me somehow
writing a tale for one
(probably via being just
of Julie’s books and of
obnoxious enough of a
Even though World's Finest starred
how totally unprepared
go-getter that Julie -Superman every issue, Skeates and
I was for the unique
perhaps
merely
subSchwartz started this tale with Aquaman.
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become more of a known quantity as far
manner in which this highly esteemed
as this truly great editor was concerned
editor approached the plotting process.
and (ever the consummate team-player)
With other editors, a plotting session
he was quite determined to play to my
took hardly any time at all, just enough of
strengths. By then I was known up at DC
that fleeting fourth dimension for the
as being one of the few adventure comic
editor to read over the fairly detailed
book writers who actually knew how to
plot the author had already (the night
handle humor, how to toss into an
before, usually) constructed, make a few
adventure just enough funny stuff to
suggestions, nod his approval, and send
the author on his way.
make things interesting but not so much
With Julie, however, one was
that it’d detract from the main thrust of
supposed to approach said session with
the story, not (that is to say) pushing
merely a few salient story ideas; Julie,
things so far over a certain line that the
hopefully inspired by those ideas, would
entire proceedings would sadly come off
toss in a few notions of his own, and the
as being but one big chunk of utter
two of you would spend an hour (at least)
silliness! Julie (easily back then the most
thrashing all of that out, cobbling
intellectually astute editor working
together the ultimate plot right there in
anywhere, in any medium) had a most
Julie’s office. I even touched within my
interesting ―take‖ on all of this – instead
of doing a humor piece (or even an
Spotlight remembrance upon how I had
adventure with a lot of humor in it), he
(due to my ignorance of Julie’s
methodology) sauntered into that initial
wanted this to be an investigation of
session armed with a fully worked-out plot
humor, of comedy, of what makes people
which Julie dutifully read, extracted a
laugh, with a particular emphasis on the
couple
of
ideas
from,
then
cruelty often inherent in jokes; within our
unceremoniously tossed the rest of that
ultimate tale, it is after all being laughed
baby away, and (even as I was reeling
at that essentially provokes the bad guys
from the shock that so very much of the
here-within to attempt to take over the
work I had done that night before was
world!
basically for naught) we built a
brand-new plot centered around
those couple of ideas, a plot that
ultimately
bore
so
little
resemblance to what I had walked
in there with that subsequently I
was able to revamp my original
version for some other character
and sell it to some other publishing
firm.
In the case of my second
confrontation with Julie -- the one
that ultimately led to that
Superman/Aquaman World’s Finest
team-up entitled ―Who’s Minding
the Earth?‖ – not only was I all set
to do things Julie’s way, I had
Unintentionally derisive laughter gets Aquaman into a bind.
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Meanwhile, as compared to the
manner in which I approached my craft
when I first worked with Julie, I was now
far more confident in my storytelling
abilities, and far more determined to
employ (within whatever story I was
working on) certain effects vis-à-vis the
form said tale would take that I not only
saw as being fairly unique unto my own
self but also honestly felt made for quite
the compelling yarn! Hence, an opening
page without a title and with its
concentration on but one of the two main
characters (and I do love the fact that
Julie allowed me to begin and end this
adventure with our camera focused in
upon Aquaman alone, making this more an
Aquaman tale guest-starring Superman
than the other way around!)! The title, in
fact, as would happen in many of my
Aquaman pieces, didn’t show up until page
three.

The flashback
Then, with the flip
of a page, there is as well a change of the
scene, as we now zero in upon our other
hero as he too receives a piece of the
over-all puzzle that this saga is all about.
Further on in, there are of course other
aspects to this tale that I (in retrospect)
do quite enjoy – the first and foremost
being the story within the story, the
flashback, which even sports its own title,
and do please take note of the fact that
it isn’t just this title, it is the dialogue as
well – both of those interrupting the flow,
jarring, seemingly out of place, but that’s
merely a momentary effect as the caption
beneath those two, being what logically
follows what was said at the bottom of
the previous story page, brings the whole
thing back into focus. I dug relatively
deeply, playing around with little effects
like that, and especially enjoyed them
when they worked out as well as they did
here!

The aforementioned title page.
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called ―mystery‖ books) out of DC,
Furthermore, I do feel that it is
Marvel, and even that company for which
within this imbedded back-story that Dick
I had once been largely responsible for all
Dillin’s artwork truly shines, providing all
sorts of stuff along these particular
the various minor characters herewithin
spooky lines, good ol’ Charlton!
(and even the pre-teen version of the
However, before I go too far adrift
mutant race’s progenitor in his own
fashion fits rather snugly into that
aboard that (or, for that matter, any
category) with so much visual personality,
other) totally uncalled-for tangent, do
while his deceptively simplistic, straightallow me instead (because it’s a far better
to-the-point,
and
even
seemingly
idea) to abruptly elaborate upon certain
somewhat restrained style furnishes this
pertinent information I but briefly
flashback with just exactly the sort of
touched upon within the first paragraph
atmosphere it begs for.
Though
of this blatherfest – that is to say, just
somewhat similar in function to the twolet me say that I am beyond being merely
page ―Emergence‖ scene in Aquaman #54,
proud of the work I did for those four
that one required a
full-book
stories
I
dark
and
spooky
helped construct for
underpinning whereas
Julie
Schwartz.
this baby benefits
Assisting
in
tremendously
from
administering to the
heading in the exact
Spectre
an
everother direction – wellchanging weakness, all in
lit, with an overriding
the name of from-thenjust-the-facts-ma’am
on
superior
drama!
attitude, no confusion,
Being able (albeit in an
no misdirection, an
extremely subtle and
unadorned ―matter-ofsymbolic manner) to
fact‖ quality similar to
voice
my
intense
that found in many of
disappointment
over
those cheap yet often
how (even as I spoke)
nonetheless
quite
Boltinoff and Haney
scary 1950s sci-fi
were busy (within the
films,
somehow
a
Teen
Titans
book)
favorite sub-genre of
transforming
those
mine plus the perfect
teens back into the
An example of Skeates subtle use of humor.
sort of entity for this
mindless teenyboppers
flashback to be a parody of! Or, better
that Dick Giordano and Robert Kanigher
yet, to put this in comic book terms, this
(amongst many others) had worked so
inner tale more closely than anything else
hard to make those kids ―better than!‖
resembles (especially art-wise) those
And, in my third World’s Finest outing, a
strangely plain, often weirdly low-keyed,
story essentially written by three of us
and so rarely bombastic yarns found
(myself, Julie, and a certain Dennis J.
within Forbidden Worlds as well as other
O’Neil), though hardly against my will, I
was nonetheless rather forced (being in
ACG publications – yes, those particular
pieces far more than any of that overly
charge of the writing of the Superman
moody fare that poured (within their soscenes in this Supes/Vigilante team-up) to
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finally do something I surely should
have a done a bit more of a bit
earlier, delve deeply into the innerworking, into the soul, of this
protector
of
mankind,
this
prototypical superhero!
Yet, rising with ease above
those
three
stands
the
aforementioned ―Who’s Minding the
Earth,‖ surely the best of my World’s
Finest efforts.
I’ve mentioned the
imbedded back-story there-within, and
(as conceited as this may make me look) I
surely should say something about the
pacing as well – I’m rather pleased (that is
to say) with my old younger self when it
comes to, for example, the final panel on
page 12, depicting Aquaman, Superman,
and their current dolphin-man ally
determinedly
making
their
way
underwater and featuring one of my
better captions ending with ―The time for
talk has passed…action lies ahead!‖ Not,
though, within, as one might expect, the
very next scene -- the action delayed and
suspense built, as we first spend an entire
page getting to know the villains
(identified here as a ―conspiracy of
clowns‖) a bit better!

Then, on page 14, we abruptly
encounter an inset insert, a map of the
human brain – Julie’s idea, yet this fits in
so well with my particular writing style
that I have my doubts as to whether he
would have even considered employing
such a device were this tale being written
by anyone other than myself! Best of all,
after yanking the readers all about via
the quantity of questions quickly posed
but only slowly answered, plus those
answers too often imparted via enigmatic
scene shifts, a hulking overblown
flashback, an abrupt trip in the opposite
direction (a flash-forward that, in truth,
was merely a potential happenstance), and
just generally so much seemingly out-ofthe-proper-order continuity, we now, via
this insert and just for a change of pace,
suddenly allow the more astute amongst
that very readership to actually be one up
on the Action Ace himself, to realize
the exact nature of what it is that
Superman is battling way prior to the
Man of Steel finally figuring it out!
But then, of course, Supes wasn’t privy
to that insert; that was meant for the
readers alone!
And, in the end, within the
previously ever so slightly alluded-to
typical Aquaman conclusion, i.e.: the
sea king (a sovereign and a family man,
yet often somehow simultaneously
coming off as rather a loner) swimming
along, lost in his own private thoughts
concerning all that he has just been
through, there is even a judgment call
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race that could only hate, was merely an
awkward attempt upon my part to tap into
that age-old belief that it is the nurturing
quality of the feminine that ultimately
humanizes humanity via reining in (how
ever slightly) the inherent brutality of
the masculine, an attitude (in point of
fact) found in a number of my stories
(especially those of the Supergirl variety)
and surely a suggestion no one need
apologize for.

on Aquaman’s part that caused a touch of
consternation (according, at least, to our
mail) amongst various members of the gay
community. Yet, our hero’s suggestion
that it made some sort of twisted sense
that a race with no opposite sex (the
dolphin-men after all reproduced by
fission, making each member of that race
a clone-like twin brother of the original
mutant being) would be the one to develop
into a group completely devoid of love, a
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Coming Soon from Image Comics...

Ian Churchill's
Marineman!

Okay, we've seen it tried again and
again, and it never seems to work. Whether
it be the popular Namor the Submariner or
our own beloved Aquaman, underwater
characters just don't seem to sell. Michael
Turner's Fathom broke that rule, but lacks a
consistent publishing schedule and really
succeeded more because of Turner's art than
on the story.
So why should we bother with
Marineman? Well, from what I've seen
from the sneak preview in the back of
Elephant Men #25, it looks like fun.
In fact, that is what makes this series
look so different from the brooding Namor
or the angst ridden Aquaman - Marineman
smiles! According to creator Ian Churchill,
"Steve Ocean, Marineman, is a guy who can
breathe underwater. Steve lives in the seaside
town of Ocean Point and works for the Ocean Point
Institute for Marine Research as a marine biologist.
He's also the presenter of a wildlife documentary
show called "Ocean Encounters," and through the
success of the show, he has become a minor
celebrity. His whole life is centered on the ocean
and its issues. The general public isn't aware he
can breathe underwater and swim exceptionally
fast, and he's still discovering his other abilities on
a day-to-day basis."
The origins of Marineman's powers will
remain a mystery and a major plot point.
One thing is certain, he is not from Atlantis.
"Marineman isn’t the product of an Atlantean and a
human coupling," Churchill explained. "He isn’t
Atlantean royalty either, in fact in the world of
Marineman there is no Atlantis apart from some
coral encrusted ruins on the sea bed!"

His civilian job as a marine biologist
will lead him into adventure -- like a cross
between Jacques Cousteau and the
Crocodile Hunter. In fact, the character was
partly inspired by the Jacque Cousteau
television specials, as well as other undersea
heroic influences. Churchill recalls how he
invented the character: "I created Marineman
when I was eight years old - he was the first
superhero I ever created! Originally, he was an
eight year-old's crude combination of the SubMariner and Aquaman with a touch of the TV shows
I liked at that time, such as The Gemini Man, The
Six Million Dollar Man and The Man From Atlantis.
His look was modeled on an actor called Richard
Egan who I knew from a Jane Russell movie called
Underwater. I used to watch the old Jacques
Cousteau documentaries with my grandpa and the
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outing of Marineman?
According to
Churchill, most likely October. "Being a
professional penciler for the last 18 years, I’ve
never been in the situation I find myself now, and
it’s been a huge learning curve. Writing, drawing,
digitally inking, coloring, dialoguing and building the
website all by myself has been quite a tall order! In
fact the only thing that’s not down to me is the
lettering which my good pal Richard Starkings and
Comicraft are taking care of. The long and short of
it is, I wanted to get a few issues completed before
solicitation, which financially is a bad idea from my
point of view, but I didn’t want to get into a
situation where the book doesn’t ship on time
because I know how much that upsets readers."
Marineman should be a 6-issue miniseries produced by Image Comics, with the
first issue appearing in December.

word marine kept cropping up, which stuck in my
head and led me to calling my underwater hero
Marineman. His look and concept went through a
few changes over the years and I eventually settled
on his current look about ten years ago."

So how does Churchill plan to make
Marineman popular with the readers. " In a
comic book environment that includes heroes with
every conceivable power, it's easy to become
dismissive of marine-based characters. But when
you think about it, how cool would it be to be able
to breathe underwater? Most of us have enjoyed a
day at the beach, gone for a swim and come
running out when it got too cold - but what if you
didn't get cold? What if you could slip beneath the
surface with no fear of drowning? What if your
body was resilient enough to resist the crushing
power of the ocean floor? What if you could swim
fast enough to outrace the swiftest sea creature
with ease? When you start to think about it, it's a
pretty cool ability to have!"
Well this all sounds pretty good to me.
But when can we expect to see another

Marineman, Marinegirl, related characters, the
distinctive likenesses thereof and all related elements
are Copyright © & ™ IAN CHURCHILL. All rights
reserved.
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For a little guy who was killed off a third of
a century ago, Artie certainly shows up in
comics more than his fair share. He has returned
from the dead at least twice (once as a ghost,
once as a zombie). Could he soon be coming
back to life for good?
Despite have been dead for so many years,
Artie Jr. recently appeared, as a video-gameobsessed teenager in the Cartoon Network
animated series Batman: The Brave and The
Bold. With that and other recent appearances, by
my count, Arthur Curry, Jr. has now had more
appearances after his death than before he died.

Who was…
 the first child ever born in the pages of a
comic book to a superhero?
 the second super-powered baby in comics.
 born a prince, the son of the King of the
Seven Seas and a beautiful queen from
another world: doubly royal?
 murdered by his father‘s arch-enemy?
If you are an Aquaman fan, then you already
know the answer:

Arthur Curry, Jr.
Son of Aquaman and Mera
Prince of Atlantis

HISTORIC BIRTH
In December 1964, DC Comics made
history with a comic book first: the wedding of
Aquaman and Mera in Aquaman #18. Of
course, Superman and other heroes had been
married in various ―
fictional‖ or gimmick
stories, and other heroes like Hawkman and
Hawkgirl arrived on the scene already wed, but
Aquaman‘s wedding was the first to take place
in comic book continuity.
Ten months later, DC made history again
with the birth of the couple‘s child, another first,
in Aquaman #25 (Oct. 1965) in a story
appropriately titled ―
The Birth of Aquababy.‖
Perhaps Aquababy‘s story should begin
with the first appearance of his mother. Mera
debuted in Aquaman #11 as a royal refugee from
another underwater dimension. She and
Aquaman fell in love and a few issues later were
married (Aquaman was first crowned king of
Atlantis in that issue as well).
Perhaps the royal honeymoon should be
considered as the true origin of Aquababy....

As late as a year
before his death, DC
indicated Artie’s
likely future as a
superhero:
“He does have his
mother’s superpowers…and that
means he’s sure to
be a super-hero
when he grows up”
(Adventure Comics #444,
March 1976)

When he was born they called him
Aquababy. Of course that‘s a hardly a name for
a growing boy and soon it was outdated. (He
was five years old when he was killed in
Adventure Comics #452 [1977] by Black
Manta.) At some point he became known as
Arthur Curry, Jr., but since that is a bit long,
many fans just referred to him as Artie, Jr.
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NOTE: Reed and Sue Richards (aka Mr. Fantastic and the
Invisible Girl) were the second super hero couple to get
married in a comic book (Fantastic Four Annual #3,
1965) and the second to have a child - Franklin Richards,
born in Fantastic Four Annual # 6, Nov. 1968

MERA AND LUCY
The Flame Haired Twins?
In Aquaman #22, we learned that
Aquaman‘s bride had an identical, red-headed
twin sister named Hila.
But Mera may have had a ―
twin‖ in real-life
as well.
Was Mera initially based on the actress
Lucille Ball? Both of them were red heads, and
in Mera‘s first appearance, Nick Cardy drew her
to look strikingly like the movie and television
star, who, in 1963 was near the height of her
popularity.

In 1957, the show changed formats, becoming
the Dezi-Lucy Comedy Hour, but it continued its
high popularity until 1960 when it ceased production.
Considering that the television series remained
popular in syndication reruns and that Lucille Ball
remained a beloved star, it would only be natural to
use her as the model for Mera, Aquaman‘s love
interest in 1963.
Furthermore, in light of the incredible
popularity of Little Ricky from I Love Lucy, the idea
of a ―L
ittle Arthur‖ or Aquababy was a natural
extension of adding Mera, inspired by Lucy Ricardo,
to the Aquaman comic. If the Ricardos were thought
of as the perfect TV family, then why couldn't the
Currys be the ideal comic book family?

Lucille Ball and her husband, actor and
musician Desi Arnez, played Lucy and Ricky
Ricardo on their television show, I Love Lucy. It
was on the air for nearly ten years, and it consistently
maintained its position as one of the top ten highestrated television shows of that time. Furthermore, the
birth of Lucy and Ricky‘s son Little Ricky on I Love
Lucy broke all the ratings records at the time.
I Love Lucy debuted on CBS in October
1951 and was an immediate sensation. It spent four
of its six prime-time seasons as the highest-rated
series on television and never finished lower than
third place. Eisenhower's presidential inauguration
in January 1953 drew twenty-nine million viewers,
but when Lucy gave birth to Little Ricky in an
episode broadcast the next
day forty-four million viewers
(72% of all U.S. homes with
TV) tuned in to I Love Lucy.
When it ceased production
as a weekly series in 1957, I
Love Lucy was still the
number one series in the
country.
- Museum of Broadcast
Communications
(www.museum.tv)
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AQUABABY GROWS UP
"The Revolt of Aquaboy"
Aquaman # 25 (Feb. 1966)
Script: Unknown; Art: Nick Cardy

AQUABABY: THE EARLY YEARS
Aquababy‘s early stories were full of Silver Age
silliness beginning with his debut in Aquaman #23,
―
The Birth of Aquababy.‖ In that issue, Mera learns
that she is pregnant, and Aquaman learns that his
wife and son will die in childbirth unless he retrieves
a certain sea plant needed to make a special potion.
He and Aqualad are successful in their trek far
across the ocean.
Mera recovers and gives birth to a healthy boy,
who is revealed to have hard water powers like his
mother. Soon the newborn inadvertently punches
giant
holes
in
Atlantis‘s
dome,
which
understandably upsets the city‘s elders, who demand
that the baby to be exiled. However, Aquababy uses
his powers again to save the city from dangerous
creatures and is hailed as the new hero of Atlantis.
Quite a story for a single issue.
In subsequent stories, Aquababy generally
played minor roles, often as ―v
illain fodder‖ for the
likes of Black Manta and Ocean Master: no Aquarogue in those days could be taken seriously unless
he had kidnapped the child at least once!

Like so many silver age Aquaman stories, a lot
happens in this issue, and the premise is outlandish:
Aquababy wanders off from his parents, onto the
submarine of a Mongol scientist from the time of Genghis
Khan. A potion instantly ages him to become a teenaged
"Aquaboy. " Liat, the scientist‘s daughter (who is actually
centuries old but kept artificially young) falls in love with
him and plans to marry him as part of a scheme to take
over Atlantis. Aquaboy escapes the mind control powers
of the invaders just in time to help set things right. He is
de-aged and the treacherous Mongols die from rapid
aging when their magic is thwarted.
Despite its silliness, the story has much to commend
it: intriguing characters (beautifully drawn by Nick
Cardy) and great historical references as well.
But the most intriguing aspect of the story to me is the
brief glimpse it gives us of what Aquababy, the Prince of
Atlantis, as originally envisioned, had the potential to be.
He is presented as a veritable ―
Teen Titan‖ complete with
super-powers, his own unique uniform, and groovy 60s
dialogue. (Actually, he wears two different uniforms in

Still, several appearances stand out:
• In “The Revolt of Aquaboy” (Aquaman # 25), he is
magically advanced in age to a teenager and we get
a touching glimpse of what might have been.
• In Aquaman #28, evil scientist Dr. Starbuck uses
Aquababy as a pawn to aid himin his brief takeover
of Atlantis.
• In Aquaman #35 and 36, Aquababy uses his powers to
help defeat Black Manta and the Awesome
Threesome, respectively. Additionally in #35, the
Ocean Master (Orm) actually saves Aquababy when
he learns that he is the child’s uncle. (Unfortunately,
later authors ignored Orm’s fondness for his
nephew, at least as a motivating factor in his
interactions with Black Manta.)
Aquababy continued to appear in the series in
minor roles until Aquaman #40 when a new creative
team took over the book. The so-called SAG team
(Steve Skeates, Jim Aparo, and Dick Giordano)
clearly de-emphasized the character and involved
Aquaman in long quests that featured exotic women
and storylines that constantly pulled Aquaman away
from Atlantis and his family. It was the hip sixties
and the new team seemed to be trying to shed the
character‘s ―
square‖ ideal-family past. Aquababy
hardly appears in the SAG issues.
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THE END OF AN ERA

AQUABABY GROWS UP
(continued)

After the cancellation of his first series with
issue #56 in 1971, the Aquaman and cast floundered
for a few years with various writers until Aquaman
landed the lead spot in Adventure Comics, where
Paul Levitz plotted the stories.
Writer David
Micheline took over scripting with issue #450, thus
becoming forever associated with the end of
Aquababy‘s life.
Much has been said
about the pivotal nature of
DC‘s killing of Aquaman‘s
son. It led to, and has been
cited as the reason for,
many
changes
to
Aquaman‘s character: the
break-up of his marriage;
his splits with the Justice
League; and his moodiness
and darkness. Some have
thought this change was needed to counteract the
reputation for lameness that Aquaman had acquired
from his portrayal in the Super Friends.
The story of Aquababy‘s death at the hands of
Black Manta, however, was not a good one. Both
Aquaman and Mera acted in totally ridiculous and
inexplicable ways. A 3-issue ―
Mera‘s Quest‖ storyline (appearing as a backup story in Aquaman #5860, 1977) was created, clearly as an afterthought to
the death-of-Aquababy storyline, to give Mera her
first solo role. While her son supposedly lingered
between life and death, Mera returned to her home
dimension in a doomed search for a healing device.
Meanwhile, Aquaman abandons Aquababy (not
realizing that the child still clung to life?) on a
vengeful search for Black Manta, but is sidetracked
by multiple diversions that prevent him from
returning to his grieving wife, friends, and subjects
for several issues.
Hardly a satisfying or
fitting death story for a
character with such
unfulfilled potential!
The
storyline
however did finally
give the child a real
name and a definite
age. According to the
cover of Aquaman
#62, Aquababy was
five years old when he
died and his real name
was Arthur Curry, Jr.

this story. One, also used on the cover, is identical to
Aquaman‘s except the colors are reversed: Aquaboy
wears a green shirt with orange gloves, etc. But in the
sequences where Aquaman and Mera are discussing their
hopes for Aquababy‘s future, Cardy creates a separate,
very modern-looking uniform, similar to Aquaman‘s but
a bit sportier. Cardy used the same uniform for young
Arthur in a similar sequence in Aquaman #23.)
Looking back from our current viewpoint, knowing
Aquababy‘s ultimate fate, the story is quite touching.
Here we see the dreams the royal couple have for their
son (dad wants him to follow in his heroic footsteps but
mom hopes he will be a brilliant scientist instead). In this
imaginative sequences we even get to see Aquaman and
Mera in their golden years, even as grandparents.
The adventure shows us that Arthur, Jr. had the
potential to be a real super-hero. It is clear that his
original creators envisioned that for the boy. A vision that
it seems will never come to pass. Λ
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THE LEGACY OF ARTHUR CURRY, JR.

ANIMATED APPEARANCES

From time to time, Arthur, Jr., has
continued to appear in the DC Universe. By my
count, he has now appeared more often since his
death than he did before he died! Most of these
appearances have been minor ones, like
flashback-cameos describing Aquaman‘s past.
However some of these appearances have been
noteworthy:
In 1995, DC did a series of ―Y
ear One‖
Annuals for many of their characters. Aquaman
Annual #1 featured four stories from early in his
career, as told by writer Peter David, including
one of a great sacrifice he made to be present at
Aquababy‘s birth.

The animated DC television series have had
a place for Arthur Curry, Jr., as well. In a
Justice League episode from 2005, ―TheEnemy
Below,‖ in order for Aquaman to save his son,
he must make a loving, but grisly sacrifice.

THE DEAD ZONE

Arthur, Jr., has also appeared twice in an
―un
-dead‖ state. First, in Aquaman Annual #4,
the child shows up at a critical time in his
father‘s life… as a ghost… giving dad some
needed spiritual encouragement. More recently,
the child appeared as a Black Lantern ―z
ombie‖
in an emotional confrontation with his mother
Mera, who like Aquaman has become a central
figure in the Blackest Night/Brightest Day
storyline.

The cartoon series Batman: The Brave and
The Bold presents a new version of Arthur, Jr.,
using a much more light-hearted approach. It
presents Aquaman‘s son, also in an intact
family, but as a typical teenager on a ―bor
ing‖
American vacation. Initially, the boy‘s seeming
indifference to his father‘s spirited guidance is a
bit disheartening, but by the end of the story it‘s
clear that the boy is a hero
at heart, with respect and
love for his family. Just like
his parents imagined way
back
in
Haney/Cardy
stories like ―
The Birth of
Aquababy‖
and
―
The
Revolt
of
Aquaboy.‖
Fighting alongside his
parents and Batman in
Gotham City against the
Penguin and his henchman,
Arthur, Jr. seems well on
his way to fulfilling his
father‘s fondest wish as
expressed in Aquaman #23:

A HAPPIER PLACE:
The Dini and Ross Universes
Paul Dini (writer) and Alex Ross (artist)
have, on several projects, created (or perhaps
recalled) an idealized DC Universe where
heroes are clean, strong and unfallen. In the
world of Dini and Ross, superheroes have the
respect of the world and they respect each other.
They team up unselfishly to face any challenge.
In these DC worlds, Aquaman is always shown
as the head of an intact, loving family of Mera
and of course, his son, forever a child, wrapped
in a blanket--always reaching to his father and to
a bright future.

“Just look at my son. Strong as squid
already. He’s going to grow up to be the
most powerful crime fighter in the seven
seas. I can see him now. Knocking over
foes while his old man takes it easy.”
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You may say, how could a true hero murder
someone? Aquaman is a King. He should be able
to carry out Atlantean law. Then again, he would
not have to kill him in cold blood. It could happen
in the heat of battle or by letting Manta succumb to
his own evil machinations.

THE FUTURE OF ARTHUR CURRY, JR.?

Of course, in mainstream DC Comics,
Aquababy is quite dead. He is one of the deadest
characters in comics.
So is Artie, Jr. doomed to an existence limited
to flashbacks, ―
elseworlds,‖ and occasional horrormovie-style resurrections for the foreseeable
future? The consensus of Aquaman
fans I have asked is ―
yes.‖ DC is
unlikely to bring Aquababy back after
all these years. And they‘re probably
right.
But I believe there is a case to be
made to do just that.
Aquaman is my favorite comic
book character ever since I watched
his
Saturday morning
cartoon
adventures as a child. But despite my
fondness for Aquaman, ever since the
murder of Aquababy by Black Manta,
I have seen him as a bit of a failure.
Little Arthur is dead but Black
Manta seems to be free to wreak havoc
in the DC oceans and thwart Aquaman at every
turn. Manta is just a man. Is there no prison in
Atlantis or the surface world that can hold him?
Doesn‘t Manta deserve the death sentence? There
is something wrong with this picture. Manta's
currently killing people like crazy in the Brightest
Day story line. If murderer of the prince of Atlantis
ultimately escapes justice at Aquaman‘s hands,
then there is no justice. And Aquaman is a loser.
There. I said it.
Aquaman is a loser.
In my opinion there are only two possible
resolutions to this sad situation, if Aquaman is to
truly be respected in the DC Universe, by his wife,
by his people and by me as a fan.

OPTION TWO:
BRING ARTHUR, JR. BACK!
I thought it would have been
cool, in Blackest Night #7, the
issue where Aquaman finally came
back from the dead, if Aquaman
had been shown with Arthur, Jr. in
his arms. Mera was already
standing right there. He could have
walked up to her cradling his
reborn son and said:
“Mera. I told you I would go
through hell to get our son back.
Here he is.”
Resurrections of various sorts
in the DC Universe are par for the
course. It‘s hard to think of a Justice Leaguer who
hasn‘t been resurrected. Even Jason Todd, killed
and buried so definitively, so many years ago, has
been resurrected…now with his own comic book!
Also, if Aquaman is to have his own comic
down the road it‘s hard to imagine how it could be
pulled off with so many of his supporting cast
dead: Tempest and Dolphin and their child
Cerdian, as well as Vulko, Koryak and others have
all been killed in recent years. It‘s hard to believe
that they will all stay dead.
Finally, even a full-fledged resurrection may
not be needed. Arthur, Jr. died at the hands of
Black Manta in a strange contraption. Recently we
have learned (in Brightest Day) that Mera and her
people have had mysterious past dealings with
Black Manta that have yet to be revealed.
Is it possible that Little Arthur really did
survive and the corpse buried in Atlantis was a
fake, while the child was actually sent to Mera‘s
other-dimensional home-world, unknown even to
her, as some sort of pact between Manta and
Mera‘s people?
That is a resolution I would like to see. If so,
then in my eyes, Aquaman would no longer be a
hero who lost his own son to a super-criminal but
doesn‘t have the guts to see justice done.
He would no longer be a loser.
Whether this will ever happen we will have to
wait and see.

OPTION ONE: BLACK MANTA MUST DIE!

On several occasions, Aquaman has come
excruciatingly close to killing Manta outright. My
belief is that he should finish the job. Let justice be
done.
I know there are the obvious objections.
Black Manta is a recognizable, high-profile villain
and Aquaman doesn‘t have too many of those.
(He‘s got his own McDonalds toy, for Pete‘s
sake!) But we all know that villains as well as
heroes are replaceable. If there can be a new Blue
Beetle or a new Robin, why not a new Black
Manta? As long as the one who killed Aquababy is
dead, that would be good enough.
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Check List for Arthur Curry, Jr. (aka Aquababy)
Reprint appearances are not included.

Aquaman # 58 (Nov. 1977)

Aquaman #23 (Oct. 1965)
―
Birth of Aquababy‖

Aquaman #59(Jan. 1978)

Aquaman # 24 (Dec.1965)

Aquaman # 60 (Mar. 1978)

Aquaman # 25 (Feb. 1966)
―
The Revolt of Aquaboy‖

Adventure # 475 (Sep. 1980)
Aquaman Mini-Series #1 of 7 (Feb.
1986)

Teen Titans #1 (Feb. 1966)

Aquaman # 1 (Dec. 1991)

Aquaman # 28 (Aug. 1966)
―
Hail Aquababy-New King of Atlantis‖

Aquaman # 6 (May 1992)

Aquaman # 30 (Dec. 1966)

Aquaman # 7 (June 1992)

Aquaman #32 (Apr. 1967)

Aquaman: Time & Tide # 1 (Dec.
1993)

Aquaman #33 (Jun. 1967)

Aquaman: Time & Tide # 4 (Feb.
1994)

Aquaman # 34 (Aug. 1967)
Brave & Bold # 73 (Sep. 1967)

Aquaman Annual # 1 (Jul 1995)
(Alternate story of Arthur, Jr.'s birth)

Aquaman # 35 (Oct. 1967)
―
Between Two Dooms‖

Aquaman 12 (Sep. 1995)

Aquaman # 36 (Dec. 1967)
―
What Seeks the Awesome Threesome?‖

Aquaman 13 (Oct. 1995)

Aquaman # 37 (Feb. 1968)

Aquaman Annual # 4 (Sep. ‘98)
(AC, Jr. appears as ghost)

Aquaman # 40 (Aug. 1968)

Justice League Animated (TV 2001)
―
The Enemy Below‖
Orig. air dates: Pt. 1, 12/3, Pt. 2, 12/10

Aquaman # 41 (Oct. 1968)
Aquaman # 42 (Dec. 1968)

Justice # 1 (Oct. 2005)

Aquaman # 48 (Dec. 1969)

Justice # 10 (Apr. 2007)

Adventure # 444 (Mar. 1976)

Countdown # 9 (Feb. 2008)

Adventure # 445 (May 1976)

Batman: The Brave and the Bold
(TV 2010) Animated.
―
Aquaman‘s Outrageous Adventure‖
(AC, Jr. as teenager)
Orig. air date: 1/8/2010.

Adventure # 446 (Jul. 1976)
Adventure # 447 (Sep. 1976)
Adventure # 448 (Nov. 1976)

Green Lantern # 50 (Mar. 2010)

Adventure # 450 (Mar. 1977)
Adventure # 451 (Jun 1977)

Blackest Night: Wonder Woman # 3
(Apr. 2010)
(Mera confronts Black Lantern AC, Jr.)

Adventure # 452 (Aug 1977)
(Death of Arthur, Jr.)

Brightest Day # 6 (Late Sep. 2010)

Adventure # 453 (Sep. 1977)
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By John Schwirian
I hate to rain on Rick Duncan's parade,
especially when his theory sounds so valid, but
after fact checking his latest Into the
Aquaverse article, I found a few misleading
statements.
After reading Rick's speculation that
Mera's looks may have been based on Lucille
Ball, I called my good friend and fellow
Aquafan Eric Nolen-Weathington, author of
Nick Cardy: Behind the Art (available from
TwoMorrows Press) and he checked in with
Nick for the facts. Twenty four hours later,
Eric got back to me with the following:

Another
factor
to
take
into
consideration is that Nick Cardy did not make
Mera a redhead - that was the decision of the
colorist.
So while I doubt that DC was trying to
recreate I Love Lucy in the pages of
Aquaman, it does make for some interesting
conversation. I thank Rick for pointing out a
HUGE series of coincidences I never noticed
before.

I talked with Nick. Lucille Ball was not
in his thoughts. I've talked about this before
with him in general terms, and what he said
today was pretty much the same thing.
When he drew heroines, he tended to think
of actresses like Grace Kelly or the '30s
actress Madeleine Carroll. There was a
French actress he liked a lot, too. When he
drew villainesses, he tended to think of Ava
Gardner. There would be others who struck
his fancy from time to time, as well. He
never drew them from reference, though,
just from his memory of their features.

Hmmmmm,
could Mera's
beautiful face
have been based
on Grace Kelly
(above) or
Madeleine
Carroll (left)?
You be the
judge!
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by Andy Luckett
Justice League Casefile # 5714-09
Chronicler: Firestorm – Member 16-A
Password: *******
According to the Transporter Log,
Hawkman and Hawkwoman were the first to
arrive, as is usually the case when they
teleport over from their ship. Batman was
on monitor duty at the time, so the Hawks
didn‘t meet with the warmest reception, I‘m
sure. Superman arrived next, followed by
Wonder Woman, the Martian Manhunter,
the Red Tornado, Green Arrow and Black
Canary, Green Lantern, the Elongated Man,
myself, Zatanna with the Atom, and the
Flash bringing up the rear (for the fastest
man alive, he was sure late to a lot of
meetings).
It‘s customary for the gift giver to arrive
last, and Aquaman did. In fact, he arrived
with two members of the Atlantean army (or
is that Navy? Have to ask Aquaman.) to help
transport his selections for us. His security
chief was named Rodunn, and the other
went by the handle of Kouron, I think. As
always, Arthur made an entrance fit for
royalty, striding off the transporter bow with
half a dozen large tanks and several large
chests behind him, some carried by his men,
others levitated by some unearthly glow
coming from underneath them. Needless to
say, even Superman was impressed; I could
see it on his face. As he stepped up to the
group, Aquaman began his presentation with
aplomb:
―Hel
lo, my friends. Thank you all for
coming today. I hope you enjoy the gifts
I‘ve picked out for you. Believe me when I
say that I spent a great deal of time picking
each of these. Let‘s begin.‖
Aquaman turned and nodded to his
soldiers, who unlocked and opened the four,
lavishly decorated chests. As they opened,
all of us gave a slight gasp. (I think the
flame on my head shot up at least a foot
higher than usual.)

Please bear with me, as this is one of my
first casefiles. My friend, the Professor, is
helping me to illustrate these events as best
as I can. These events happened aboard the
Justice League of America‘s satellite
headquarters in geosynchronous orbit
22,300 miles above Metropolis. Bear in
mind that this report does not detail any
particular enemy engagement or battle, nor
does it involve any League member in
harm‘s way.
However, every League
meeting, of any purpose, must be recorded,
and so here we are. This is simply a report
about a special yearly League meeting and
the events therein.
The Justice League of America has an
annual ―ho
liday‖ celebration aboard the
satellite, usually in early-to-mid December
to accommodate most members‘ schedules.
Because of our members‘ varied points of
origin (extraterrestrial, extra-dimensional,
artificial, amphibious) a neutral day was
chosen in which we could all meet and show
our appreciation for each other and our
efforts over the past year. To make the
occasion more unique, each year, a specific
member is chosen to present gifts to the
others that reflects his or her unique heritage
or culture.
On the year in question, our chosen
―Sant
a‖ was our own King of the Seven
Seas, Aquaman. Also known as Arthur
Curry but not possessing a secret identity,
Aquaman is a founding member of the JLA,
and also the reigning king of the entire
underwater kingdom of Atlantis.
As
Aquaman has shown a tendency to be
somewhat mysterious in his dealings with
his fellow heroes, most of us had little to no
idea what type of gifts he might give.
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―M
y first gift‖, he said, ―i
s for the
League itself. We‘ve had something of a
rough year, full of costly battles, some of
our most vile enemies reasserting
themselves, and our own personal
tragedies.‖
At this, Aquaman bowed his head
slightly, and took a moment of silence
before continuing.
―Ihave conferred with my advisors, and
we have agreed that the League can benefit
from more Atlantean support. This wealth‖,
he explained, gesturing to the treasure-filled
chests, ―i
s from our own reserves, mined
from the seas at our discretion. I believe
that we can use these funds to strengthen our
goals in the coming years. Flash, as acting
League chairman, you and I can discuss
amounts and designations later. Now, on to
the real reason we‘re here.‖
With a slight smile Aquaman turned to
the first of the large tanks, which looked
almost empty except for some aquatic
plants. Aquaman continued:
―Thes
e first specimens are from the
backwaters of the Amazon River. Now keep
in mind everything I give today can either be
taken to your homes, or be cared for by our
staff and resources here on the satellite.
Canary, GA, these are for you.‖
Black Canary and Green Arrow stepped
from the crowd and cautiously approached
the tank, looking carefully for movement.
―Uh,Arthur, these plants are lovely, but
I don‘t recognize them. What are they?‖,
the Black Canary cautiously asked.
―Lookcloser. In between the plants,‖
Arthur was smirking, clearly enjoying
himself.
―He‘sright, pretty bird, look! There are
fish in there!‖ Green Arrow was excitedly
raising his voice, as usual, but seemed
confused, as seems to be a frequent state for
him.
Arthur stepped up behind them. ―T
his is
a pair of Toxotes jaculatrix, also known as
Banded Archerfish. Get it, Arrow?‖
―Heh.Great name, Artie.‖ Green Arrow
still looked confused. ―
Why are they called
that?‖

―W
ell, let me demonstrate,‖ asserted
Aquaman, looking intently at the tank,
clearly using his ―
aquatic telepathy‖ as he
calls it. As we gathered around, we saw
three or four small insects scuttling near the
top of the tank, above the waterline perched
on plant stems. At the exact same moment,
the two archerfish inside the tank turned as
if one and shot bolts of water out of their
mouths. Each of the streams nailed an
insect off its perch and into the water, where
both archerfish quickly ate their prize.
Green Arrow and the Black Canary,
their mouths agape just like the fish, turned
to Arthur.

HMMPH!
NOT BAD…
FOR A
FISH!

―Am
azing, aren‘t they?‖, he said,
exuberant. I‘d never seen Aquaman like
that, he‘s usually on the serious side.
Green Arrow, never speechless for long,
continued with the questions. ―Cu
rry, these
are great! But how do you control them,
since they‘re fresh water?‖
―All aquatic creatures share common
brain architecture, the parts that my
telepathy can reach. I‘ve learned I have
some measure of control over any creature
that possesses these adaptations.
I‘ve
especially been having some much greater
control with amphibians and even higher
vertebrates lately.‖
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Black Canary pulled Arrow close as
they thanked Aquaman. ―Art
hur, you‘ve
outdone yourself.
We love them.
Archerfish, I had no idea. Thank you.
These are going back to Star City with us.
We‘ll be able to take care of them well
there.
Are there any other special
instructions for them?‖
―A few, mostly related to the
environment of their tank, but these are very
adaptive fish. We can discuss their care
later if you like. ‖
―Neat
, fish-face. Thanks again, buddy,‖
chimed in GA.
At Arrow‘s ―f
ish-face‖ comment, I saw
Rodunn step forward slightly behind
Aquaman, clearly not amused. The Sea
King turned and subtly waved him back into
position. He obeyed, but cast a killer glare
over at the archer. Remind me never to goof
on Aquaman, whether his guards are around
or not.
Next, Aquaman turned to Red Tornado.
―
John, my friend. I thought long and

hard about what to give to you. But you‘re
not alone these days, are you? And I
remember our monitor duty conversations
about being human...‖
Aquaman paused for a second before
continuing, seeming almost nostalgic.
―W
e have something in common, you
and I. Our families mean everything to us,
not matter what‘s,… happened. Everything.
They define us, they make us human. I‘ve
heard that Kathy, Traya, and yourself enjoy
watching nature shows together, is that
right?‖
Reddy‘s robotic voicebox whirred to
life. ―Ye
s, Arthur, we enjoy them very
much.‖
―Exce
llent,‖ Aquaman replied. ―Ithink
I‘ve found you something better than any
TV show. A couple of friends who owe me
a favor are, as we speak, installing a full
wall-sized tropical fish tank in your
apartment. I‘ve already taken the liberty of
running it by Kathy, and she said you and
Traya would love to have it.
The
maintenance will be easy, and I‘ve
picked some of my personal favorite
species. I know they‘ll be in great
hands.‖
Reddy seemed speechless; no
small feat for an android.
―T
hank you so much, Arthur.
Traya has wanted a pet for so long
but Kathy and I haven‘t found the
right one. This is a perfect solution.‖
―You‘r
e very welcome, John.‖
Again, Aquaman seemed proud. I‘d
never seen him enjoy anything so
much.
―M
y next gift is something that I
brought along to show you all first,
but Ralph is more than welcome to
take them home with him. As with
all my ‗living‘ gifts, they do require
some upkeep, of course. Ralph,
would you join me?‖
The Elongated Man stepped
from the crowd and walked politely
but slowly to stand beside the Sea
King and another large tank. Right
behind him, as usual, was Sue
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Dibny, Ralph‘s loving wife and the very
definition of ―be
tter half‖, according to
Ralph himself. As they reached the tank,
Aquaman began to speak.
―Ithink we all can agree that Ralph and
Sue are two of our favorites,‖ he said,
gaining the expected reaction of approval
from the crowd.
―W
e‘ve seen Ralph really come into his
own this year in the League, stretching
himself beyond his previous limits.‖
Green Arrow snorted from behind
Superman. ―
Nice pun there, dolphin-safe.‖
Arthur shot him a quick look, as did
Rodunn. [Green Arrow can be such a
moron.]
―Any
way,‖ Aquaman continued, ―n
ot
only has Ralph forged ahead, but Sue‘s
diplomatic expertise has been vital in our
dealings with the world‘s governments,
including Atlantis. To thank you both, I‘ve
found you something very special.‖
With a flick of his green-gloved wrist,
Arthur pulled away the dark cloth covering
of the tank, as we curiously inched forward.
Inside the tank was a bare interior of water
lined by a sandy bottom that, at first, looked
to be empty. But as we watched, something
began to stir. What looked like long, thin
blades of grass appeared, one at a time, from
the sand. As some of us (okay, mostly me)
leaned in close to the tank to inspect these
new growths, they darted back under the
sand.
Aquaman‘s commanding, strangelyaccented voice brought our attention back to
him as he continued.
―T
hese are known as garden eels, native
to the Red Sea, among other places. I
picked up these specimens on my last trip to
that area to defeat yet another plan of the
Fisherman‘s.
See how they elongate
themselves out of their burrows to reach
food in the water? Remind you of anyone?‖
Ralph laughed that great, open laugh of
his that could put anyone at ease. ―
Thank
you, Arthur. I had no idea I had an undersea
counterpart.‖ His nose wiggled excitedly,
always a sure sign that something had
tickled his fancy. ―W
hat do you think,
hon?‖

AWW,
THEY’RE SO
DARN CUTE!!

Sue chuckled under her breath before
answering. ―W
ell, let‘s see. Quick, jerky
movements, goofy expression, and a nose
always looking for something…yes, these
are your fish, dear.‖
We all laughed at that, knowing Sue‘s
love of teasing Ralph about his excitable
nature. If I remember correctly, I think I
even saw Batman smirking under his cowl
[That in itself is a Christmas miracle].
Quickly regaining her composure, Sue
spoke again.
―Art
hur, these truly are
amazing. Ralph and I would love to take
them home, but we don‘t really have the
resources or space to properly accommodate
them. Is it all right with you if we keep
them here on the satellite?‖
―Absol
utely,‖ Arthur responded. ―
The
robotic sensors and the staff aboard the
satellite will be able to maintain the
environment within the tank and seed the
water with the plankton and other nutrients
that the eels need. My guardsmen, Rodunn
and Kouron, will help with the installation
of the tank wherever you like after we finish
the ceremony.‖
Ralph stretched an elongated arm
around Aquaman, ruining the regal
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atmosphere. ―A
rthur, buddy, I‘ve never
been given such a unique gift. Sue and I
will be visiting, and staying, up here more
often now.‖
―I
‘m glad to hear it,‖ Aquaman
continued. ―Oh,and there‘s one more thing.
Since this is your gift for the satellite
occupants to enjoy, I‘ll implant a latent
telepathic suggestion in each of the eels to
recognize you, Sue, and anyone else here
who wants it to be seen by the eels as part of
their colony. This will keep them from
seeing you as a threat when you approach
the tank, so you can appreciate them better.‖
―Ag
ain, you astound us all, buddy.‖
Ralph said. ―
Who here wouldn‘t want to be
able to do what Arthur can do?‖
We all agreed with Ralph on that one.
Many of us, I‘m sure, have envied
Aquaman‘s innate connection to the natural
world.
―Good.‖ Arthur continued. ―Get
ting
back to the task at hand, I‘d say it‘s time for
something a little different. Princess, would
you join me, please?‖
At Arthur‘s request our resident
Amazon, Wonder Woman, strode regally
from the group to stand beside Aquaman. I
remember thinking what a perfectly
unattainable creature she was, so dauntless
and strong. Seeing the two of them standing
beside one another, I was reminded of news
footage I‘ve seen of the Royal Family of
England; they carried the same sort of
bearing.

―Hel
lo, Arthur.‖ Wonder Woman, also
known as Princess Diana of Themisciara,
greeted Aquaman with warmth.
―Hel
lo, Diana. How have you been
lately?‖ Aquaman answered.
―V
ery well. Things have been quiet.
Arthur, I‘m very impressed by your gifts
today. Thank you for sharing your rich
world with all of us.‖
―You‘r
e welcome, Diana. I hope you
like yours.‖
―Pr
incess,‖ Arthur continued, raising his
voice so the rest of us could hear, ―y
ou and I
have fought together through countless
battles as a part of this League. As
impressed as I‘ve been with your tenacity
and compassion, I‘ve also never known
anyone with a more intimate understanding
of combat and warfare. I know that you‘ve
studied scores of the world‘s fighting
disciplines, isn‘t that right?‖
―Yes,Arthur, almost all of them. It‘s a
necessity for my work, but has also become
something of a passion.‖
―I
'm glad to hear that,‖ declared the Sea
King, ―be
cause my kingdom, Atlantis, the
most ancient continent still in operation
today, has over the centuries developed, and
perfected, six separate disciplines covering
both close-quarter and battlefield combat,
with weapons and without. Our techniques,
in their beginnings, predate even the ancient
Sumerians.‖
He cast a fish-eye (no pun intended)
toward Diana as he said, ―Ican see that
you‘re curious, Princess.
Where AM I going with
this? Rodunn?‖
Arthur‘s security man
reached back toward one of
the tables behind himself
and produced a large,
heavy-looking red book,
one of those old types with
the belt that binds the front
closed. He handed it to
Aquaman, who turned
around to all of us, cradling
it like a newborn.
―T
his,‖ he spoke, ―
is an
admittedly
incomplete
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synopsis of Atlantean warfare history,
techniques, and instructions. You might
think of it as, with due respect to Sun Tzu,
our ―Ar
t of War‖.
Wonder Woman‘s eyes boggled as she
was handed the tome, clearly overcome by
the enormity of history in her mighty hands.
Arthur continued.
―Ofcourse, I say ‗incomplete‘ because
to truly understand everything found in this
book, one has to try the techniques for
themselves. I have, Princess, and I‘m sure
you‘ll find them challenging. The book is
yours to study as long as you like; I‘ve given
an executive order for it to be on ‗extended
loan‘ from our Archives. Now, having said
that, you are always welcome to join us in
Atlantis for practice and to watch
demonstrations.
Believe me, these
techniques take on a whole new dimension
when performed underwater.‖
This has to be the first and only time
I‘ve seen Wonder Woman truly speechless.
She looked at the book in her hands for a
beat or two, choosing her next compliment
carefully.
―Art
hur, I‘m astounded. Thank you.
I‘ve wanted a new project for a while now,
and this will keep me well occupied. I love
it. And yes, when I find the time, I would
love to study in Atlantis. Thank you again,
Arthur.
I‘ll treasure this gift as I‘ve
treasured our friendship through the years.‖
―As do,IPrincess. You are welcome.‖
As Princess Diana rejoined us, excitedly
showing the book to all, Arthur forged ahead
with his presentation.
―K
al? Your turn.‖
Superman marched forward, his cape
somehow flowing majestically even in the
Satellite‘s climate-controlled environment.
All of us had, subconsciously, formed our
group in a semicircle around Superman,
each of us allowing a respectful distance
between ourselves and him. On some level
we all, even those who choose not to admit
it [like Batman] believe Superman to be the
best, the brightest of us all. He is the
trendsetter, the pioneer.
Even in my
comparatively short time in the League, I‘ve
marveled at how Superman has every reason

to act superior to any of us, and yet I‘ve
hardly met anyone more honestly humble,
and that goes for both Professor Stein and
Ronnie Raymond.
―You‘r
e doing a great job so far,
Arthur‖, Superman (or Kal, as he likes us to
call him) said as he approached. ―Exce
llent
gifts.‖
―T
hank you, Kal. You and I have
known each other a long time, since the
League began, in fact, when we were both
something of an urban legend‖.
Aquaman cast a sideways glance at
Batman, trying for a subtle dig at a man
whose does his best to cultivate his
reputation as a phantom, or the Boogeyman.
[Batman never budged, at least not that I
could see, but who can ever tell what HE‘S
thinking?]
Returning his attention to Superman,
Aquaman continued. ―W
e‘ve talked many
times about your extraterrestrial zoo at your
Fortress in the Arctic.‖
Turning to the rest of us, he said, ―I
don‘t know how many of you have had a
chance to visit Superman‘s Fortress of
Solitude, but I was thrown by the fantastic
specimens he keeps there, from more planets
than many of us can name. Some incredible
creatures, wouldn‘t you say, Kal?‖
―Absol
utely, Arthur, many the last of
their kind.‖
―W
ell, Superman, while I don‘t quite
possess your talent for space travel, my
journeys through the seven seas have
yielded some incredible encounters as well.
The deeper in any ocean you descend, the
less like Earth the environment becomes.
Some of the creatures in these deep trenches
top some of the actual extraterrestrials I‘ve
met in our exploits just in sheer strangeness.
They even beat Starro.‖
Most of the original seven members
chuckled at that, remembering a case that
happened shortly after they came together as
a team, a case where they fought a giant
alien starfish with plans to enslave the Earth.
I wasn‘t there, I‘ve just read about it.
Aquaman turned his head and gestured
behind him. ―Doyou all see those large
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items still on the transporter bay?‖ We all
saw it.
Seven large rectangular tanks
covered by sheets of a gold not unlike the
color of Aquaman‘s shirt.
―Fourof those tanks are for Superman.
I‘ve brought you some of the strangest and
rarest of specimens from the deepest waters
imaginable. Included in those tanks are an
onion-eye grenadier, a spiny eel, a
humpback anglerfish, and a cookie-cutter, or
luminous shark. These are all so rare,
Superman, that scientists know next to
nothing about them. You have to remember,
almost 90% of the oceans depths are
invisible to land-dwelling humans. These
might as well be aliens.‖
At that, Aquaman and his men removed
the coverings from the tanks. The result
was, initially, not as impressive as we
expected; all we saw at first was four tanks
of pitch-black water.
Aquaman obviously saw our confusion
as he said, ―
They‘re in there. Superman,
feel free to use your x-ray vision to get a
better look. For the rest of you, here you
go.‖
As he spoke those words, the tanks
came alive in light, showing the odd forms
of the four strange fish. One did look like a
shark, and another I had seen on a nature
documentary; the one with the light on its
head. I couldn‘t understand how we could
see through the previously murky water, so I
asked Aquaman.
―W
ell, Firestorm, I‘m communicating
with the small, luminescent creatures that
I‘ve seeded each of the tanks with to light up
at my command. There are millions in each
tank, but they‘re much too small to be
noticed by the big fish. Even without my
command, they will periodically light up on
their own as they continue their normal
behaviors, and at times will illuminate the
main resident of the tank. In your fortress, it
should be quite a lightshow, Superman.‖
Superman seemed genuinely amazed. (I
wonder what that feels like, to genuinely
amaze Superman?)
―T
hank you, Arthur, they are incredible.
And you are correct, even in my space
travels

I‘ve never seen the equal of some of
them. They will make a wonderful addition
to my menagerie. Again your cleverness
delights me, old friend.‖
―I
‘m glad.
I‘ll give you specific
instructions for their care later on. You can
program the robots of your Fortress to care
for them. Now we‘ll move on to the
youngest member of our roll call, and
ironically, also the oldest. Firestorm, you
didn‘t think I‘d forgotten about you, did
you?‖

LOOKS
LIKE HE’LL FIT RIGHT IN
AT THE ZOO IN THE
FORTRESS OF SOLITUDE!

My neck snapped around from the tanks
to Aquaman as he said my name. I looked
around, unsure whether to step forward or
not yet. But Aquaman continued without
missing a beat.
―Fi
restorm, you have been a member the
shortest time of any of us here, but in that
short time you have more than proven your
right to be here. I was impressed this past
year when you thought enough of us to share
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your civilian identity, or rather, identities
{Ronald, this is an excellent gift. Thank
with us. So your gift comes in two parts.
him profusely.}
Ronnie, since you are the dominant physical
Left with only my half-wit, I managed
entity of Firestorm, this tank is for you.‖
to stammer out, ―T
hey‘re great, Aquaman.
At that he whipped a sheet off a
What do they eat?‖
medium-sized tank to his left. I saw a large
He smiled and handed me a small,
group of mustard-colored coral that looked
portable-looking aquarium full of small,
like scrub brush during winter, and 4 or 5
wriggling fish. ―
That should be enough prey
spiny-looking fish. Before any questions
for a couple of months at least. Those fish
left my mouth, Aquaman was already
will eat the plankton that are in their same
answering them.
tank, and when you pour some of the water
―Yoursis a theme tank, Ronnie. The
from that tank into the Devilfish tank, the
coral may not look like much, but it carries a
Fire Coral will eat the plankton also. Easy
special talent. It‘s Fire
to set up, easy to
UMM…
Coral, specifically Net
maintain.‖
THANKS ?
Fire Coral, from the Red
As grateful as I (and
Sea.
I picked it up
the Professor) were, I
during
that
same
still had one tiny
Fisherman trip where I
problem.
retrieved Ralph and
―Uh,I hate to seem
Sue‘s garden eels. See
ungrateful,
Aquaman,
how it all grows in the
but I don‘t live in the
same direction. It‘s not a
best of areas, and I‘m
plant, but rather a colony
not sure I can take care
made up of billions of
of an aquarium with
tiny animals all living as
school and all.‖
one. Nice idea, isn‘t it?‖
Aquaman is a great
Before any of us
guy. He thought for a
could answer, Aquaman
second and said, ―W
ell
continued. ―I
t‘s called fire coral because
that makes sense. I didn‘t think of that.
that‘s what it feels like to touch it. It
Perhaps your more… ‗educated‘ friend
produces a burning sensation, much like a
could have the tank installed in his building,
mild jellyfish sting, to anyone unlucky
or laboratory.‖
enough to get too close. However, the fish
Just then the Professor gave his
swimming around it are immune. These
approval.
poison-barbed fellows are known as Devil
{I have an abundance of space in my
Firefish, from the Indian Ocean. These five
main laboratory, Ronald, and would be
in your tank, Ronnie, actually helped me
happy to provide shelter for these specimens
defeat the Scavenger earlier this month, and
there. I’m no ichthyologist, but their study
they agreed to be your present. So as you
would make a diverting hobby, and perhaps
can see, between the Fire Coral and the
prove relaxing as well.}
Firefish, you have yourself a unique
By the time he was done speaking, I had
ecosystem that mimics your powers. What
forgotten most of what he was saying, so I
do you think?‖
just said, ―Heagrees, Aquaman. Thank you
Honestly?
I was impressed, as
from the both of us, they are really cool.‖
impressed as any of the others had been. I
―Exce
llent‖, he said, moving his focus
wanted to say something intelligent and
to the next recipient. I followed his gaze as
thankful, and I silently asked the Professor,
it came to land on J‘onn J‘onzz, also known
the other half of my consciousness, to feed
by the codename Martian Manhunter.
me a good line.
To be continued next issue…
He wasn‘t as helpful as I hoped.
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by Russell Burbage

I were home he would bully me or, worse,
mistreat our dog. It got so bad that I learned
to stay late at school or to find someplace
else to be until it was more likely my parents
would be home.
Much like he was rebelling against my
sisters‘ way of doing things because he
wanted to be his own man, I decided early
on to do those things my brother would
NOT do to set myself apart from HIM. My
brother barely managed to graduate high
school, married a girl he got pregnant, never
went to college, and works as a mechanic in
our hometown. I was the editor of my high
school newspaper, I went to Japan twice
during college, graduated college, and then
moved to Japan to work there for 14 years.
I‘ve been all over the world, and he still
lives in St. Louis.
So while my brother and I are not
exactly Arthur and Orm, we do have our
issues.
When the 1986 Aquaman mini-series
came out, I was a senior in college thinking
about where my future would lead. When I
read the last issue, with Aquaman defeating
Ocean Master by admitting his love for his
brother, I could relate. I think I must have
internalized their conflict. If Aquaman could

I hate the AQUAMAN 1986 miniseries and never re-read it.
Oh, the story by Neal Pozner is ahead
of its time, and the art by Craig Hamilton is
fantastic. Those aren‘t the reasons I hate it.
It‘s not the camouflage costume, either. I
admit that at the time I didn‘t like the idea of
Aquaman ditching his classic orange and
green. However, these days, when every
character has several costume variations,
I‘ve come to appreciate the camouflage
costume a bit more. It definitely is visually
striking, even if it doesn‘t particularly
scream ―s
uper-hero‖ all that clearly. I
definitely prefer it to Tempest‘s red and
black version.
My problem with the AQUAMAN
1986 mini-series is that the brothers‘
relationship at the heart of the plot cuts a bit
too close to home for me.
Let me explain (that‘s what I‘m here
for, after all!). I am the youngest of four:
two sisters, my brother, and me. My sisters
are out-going and intelligent women who,
when I was growing up, used to entertain the
family during dinner with their own Mama
and Eunice skits (from The Carol Burnett
Show). I adored them, and wanted to be
grow up to be out-going and fun like them.
My brother, who was two grades
older than me, however, was
caught
closer
to
them
chronologically and found it
harder to be compared to them.
You know the problem: ―Oh,
you‘re Jo Anne‘s brother?
Hmm….‖
Instead of trying to emulate
them, for some reason he
decided to go in the opposite
direction. He started ―
acting up‖
in junior high by drinking,
smoking, and skipping school.
He hung out with ―t
he wrong
crowd.‖ After school, when he
was a junior and I was a
freshman, whenever only he and
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not being as strong as
the Sea King, promptly
bawled like a baby for a
good few minutes.
Eventually,
I
realized
that
only
people you care about
can hurt you, so I ended
up cauterizing this
wound. And although it
wasn‘t exactly cutting
my own hand off, it did
hurt.
The 1986 miniseries became a painful
reminder to me that my
brother and I were more
similar to Arthur and
Orm than I was
comfortable being. I
was fine with the
camouflage costume going away. Although I
saw house ads for the ―f
ollow-up‖ The
Missing Peace, it was years before I actually
got it. When DC announced that Ken
Hooper would helm another series in 1991, I
was ecstatic. I tried to forget the 1986
Aquaman mini-series, much like the editors
at DC appeared to.
Now I‘m glad to say that my story has
somewhat of a happy ending: my brother
eventually realized the errors of his ways.
After I moved back to the States and I visit
our elderly parents more often, we have
found we can be civil to each other. He has
tried to be a ―
fun uncle‖ to my daughter and
our niece and nephews. My sisters and I
joke (half-seriously) that he is trying to be a
better person for the next generation because
he screwed it up with us. Unfortunately, any
chance that he and I will ever be friends is
gone.
And that is why I do not like Aquaman
1986. Re-reading these issues for this article
is the first time I‘ve revisited them in more
than 15 years. For me this is a powerful and
painful story. Even though as a fan I would
have loved to have more from Neal Pozner
and Craig Hamilton on their kindlier, gentler
Aquaman, I‘m not a big fan of their initial
efforts.

make amends with his brother, why couldn‘t
I, with mine? What was broken between
Arthur and Orm seemed similar to what was
broken between my brother and me. All that
summer, as I was busy getting ready to
move to Japan, I tried to talk to him.
However, the timing was never right; we
never talked.
About a year later, after I‘d settled in
my new life in Japan, I came home from
some drinking party slightly intoxicated. I
felt sufficiently good about myself that I
decided I would call my brother and try to
tell him that I loved him. So I calculated the
time zones and made an international call.
When he answered, I told him something to
the effect of, ―I
‘m sorry if I was an ass when
we were younger. I‘m sorry, and I love
you.‖
Then my brother hung up on me.
The important thing to remember here
is that I was young (23), a bit drunk, in a
foreign country, thinking perhaps that the
phone line had cut out.
So I called him back. ―Hey
, we got cut
off.‖
―No, we didn‘t. I hung up on you.
Good-bye.‖ And he hung up on me again.
While this is not akin to getting speared
with a magical trident, it still hurt like hell. I,
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by John Schwirian

In 1979, DC was recovering from the disasterous DC Implosion, a failed
attempt to expand the number of titles and stories published each month. As they
worked to regain their footing, DC introduced the idea of the comic book miniseries when they published the three-issue title World of Krypton (a Superman
story originally intended to see print in the Showcase title). According to Paul
Levitz, "As I recall the main impetus was to add projects to our schedule without
violating the limits agreed to as part of the implosion (23 titles a month or
something like that?)...and World of Krypton was pretty much a 'freebie' since the
editorial had already existed for Showcase. Turned out they sold better than
regular titles on the newsstand at the time, so it was easy to do more."

The mini-series also proved to be a strong test for a potential on-going series.
If sales were strong enough, the series would be relaunched in an unlimited format
(The Shadow War of Hawkman is one such example).
Often, a mini-series was born from a
proposal submitted by a writer or a
writer/artist team. However, sometimes, a
mini-series grew out of an editorial meeting
in which new directions for particular
characters are discussed. Such was the case
for Aquaman.

others to discuss why
Wonder Woman did not sell
as well as Superman or
Batman.
Impressed with
Pozner's ideas and suggestions,
Giordano challenged Pozner to
write them up as a proposal for
the Wonder Woman series.
Since Wonder Woman was
in good hands with its current
writer, Pozner knew that any
proposal he wrote for the
character would never be used.
Therefore, he looked at other
characters currently lacking an ongoing series. Focusing on members of
the Justice League, Pozner settled on
Aquaman.
As stated in the essay in
Aquaman #2, "Aquaman. Potentially a very

Birth of the Blues
As stated in the text page printed at
the end of the second issue of the
Aquaman mini-series, Neal Pozner
explained
the
genesis
and
development of the story from
concept to production. It all began
in 1983, shortly after the ActionPlus feature starring Aquaman
had been dropped as a back-up
to Superman in Action Comics.
Pozner, who was DC's design
director at the time, sat in on a
meeting with executive editor
Dick Giordano and several

neat character. This guy had a rich history
and heritage in the DC Universe, and no one
had done anything revolutionary with him in
the last fifteen years."
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Pozner's proposal included these
significant ideas: 1) incorporate all the
various Atlantis settings in the DC Universe
and have Aquaman explore it; 2) update
Aquaman's costume from the bland and
unexciting orange and green; and 3)
examine Aquaman's personality and
redevelop it into one people would care
about. In an interview in Amazing Heroes
Special #1 (Summer 1985), Pozner said,
"I've never found him a very likeable

With the proposal accepted and the
scripts well underway, all Pozner needed at
this time was an illustrator. In Aquaman #2,
he stated that he "wanted an artist who could

draw moody, romantic, art-nouveau inspired
fantasy." Initially, that artist was to be Alan

Davis from Great Britain.

Reprinted below is the article from
Amazing Heroes Special #1
(Summer 1985). The writer wisely
directly quoted Neal Pozner in
promoting the mini-series (which
would not appear on the newsstands
for several more months). Herein,
Pozner not only promotes his script,
but how pleased he was with the art
by Craig Hamilton.

character the way he is now. He's been a
snotty, arrogant person." Pozner's goal was

to make Aquaman re-examine himself and
grow into a more three-dimensional and
likeable person.
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sending pencils as soon after I
received the first script as possible.
I was intending to ink the pages but
figured Dick should check the pages
first in case I’d got something wrong.
What I was unaware of, is that
DC was just about to start publishing
the direct-only issues [of Outsiders,
New Teen Titans, and Infinity Inc.]
that were a year of continuity ahead
of the newsstand titles, which meant
DC needed fill-in artists on some
books.
Dick decided that I had
proved myself professionally and was
reliable enough to fill in on Batman
and the Outsiders. I said I’d prefer
to do Aquaman but Dick said Batman
and the Outsiders was a better
career move-- AND assured me I
could still pencil Aquaman in any
downtime or after finishing my stint
on Batman and the Outsiders. While
I was working on my second or third
issue of Batman and the Outsiders I
read in a fanzine that there was
another artist on the Aquaman
miniseries.

Alan Davis began his career in comics
in England with a strip called The Crusader
in Frantic Magazine, part of Marvel
Comics' United Kingdom line of books.
This eventually led to Davis becoming the
regular artist on the Captain Britain series in
The Mighty World Of Marvel. When Alan
Moore came on board as the writer on
Captain Britain, Davis' work quickly grew
in popularity. Davis and Moore would
continue to collaborate on Captain Britain
and other series over several years, until
they had a falling out over creative
differences on Marvelman and other
subjects.
In 1985, Davis was part of a group of
British artists approached by DC. While
Davis was not one of the artists most heavily
recruited, he was approached by Dick
Giordano for a particular project: the
Aquaman mini-series. Alan Davis discussed
the experience with me in a recent interview
(October 1, 2010).

I was offered the job of
penciling and inking the Aquaman miniseries by Dick Giordano shortly after
meeting him and Jeanette Khan in
London. I hoped to impress DC with
my professionalism and reliability by

BELOW: Character sketches by Alan Davis in
preparation for the Aquaman mini-series.
From left to right: Ocean Master, Nuada, and Mera.
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Images originally printed in Modern
Masters volume 1 (April 2003).

Davis was disappointed to have lost the
Aquaman assignment as Davis was a fan of
the character. "I liked the costume," Davis
explained. "Loved Jim Aparo’s art—Nick

Aquaman itch a little with [Aquaman's]
appearances in The Nail and Another
Nail."

Davis' art for the first issue of the
Aquaman mini-series, oddly enough, has
never been published.
With the reassigning of Alan Davis to
Batman and the Outsiders, a new artist had
to be found. After nearly a year since the
search for an artist began, newcomer Craig
Hamilton was awarded the job.

Cardy and Ramona Fradon too, but Jim
Aparo was my favourite. Also, as a young
kid, I swam a lot and it was easier to
imagine being like Aquaman than
Superman I suppose."

Many years later, Davis would be able
to finally draw Aquaman professionally in
two Elseworlds series and with the covers to
Aquaman #15-20 (2004). In this way,
Davis "managed to satisfy my fanboy

Below: An excerpt from an interview with
Alan Davis in Amazing Heroes #85
(December 1985)
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With Alan Davis reassigned to Batman
and the Outsiders, a new artist had to be
found for Aquaman. Coincidence seemed
to work in new comer Craig Hamilton's
favor, as he wound up being discovered
twice by Neal Pozner.

Hamilton, while trying to break into the
business, had befriended Klaus Janson, and
left samples of his work at Janson's house.
Pozner would later visit Janson's home and
saw Hamilton's work. He was impressed
and stated that this was the sort of artist he
needed on the Aquaman series. Meanwhile,
Janson had taken Hamilton to the DC
offices where he met with Giordano. Liking
Hamilton's portfolio, Giordano began
looking for just the right series to showcase
the young artist's style. Enter Pozner, still
searching for the perfect penciller for
Aquaman.
Upon seeing Hamilton's
sketches on Giordano's desk, Pozner knew
he had found his artist.

Portrait of
Craig Hamilton
drawn by
fellow artist
Michael Netzer

BELOW:
A full color painting of Aquaman in the blue suit done by
Craig Hamilton in the sketchbook of Rob Kelly.
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Craig Hamilton Interview

circuit. And these people like Mike Kaluta
and Klaus Janson--who was an integral
part of me getting the Aquaman job. I
met Klaus at a convention when I was
eighteen or nineteen, setting my sights on
breaking in, he was very friendly and nice
to me.

Thursday, May 31, 2007

by Rob Kelly
My love for the 1986 Aquaman mini-series
by Neal Pozner and Craig Hamilton knows
no bounds, so it was of course a huge
thrill to get to talk to Craig for a phone
interview. So let's get to it!

They were looking for an artist[for
Aquaman] when I met Klaus, he saw my
work and said you'd be perfect for it. He
promised to help me through it, and of
course I had Joe Orlando, who was the
colorist, who was helping me with my
storytelling and was feeding me all this
great Kubert to study. Which is great
because it's very simple and very basic,
yet it's got everything there--pure visual
storytelling, which I needed, because I
wanted to go off on a tangent and be
more illustrative and all that, and if you're
doing comics you need to be a storyteller.

Aquaman Shrine: What comics did you
read growing up?
Craig Hamilton: Oh, that's easy-anything that Mike Grell drew. I loved
Mike Grell when I was a kid. And I
recognized Neal Adams, but I was more
into the funkier stuff that Mike Nasser was
doing. I loved the "studio guys"--Kaluta,
Barry Smith, Wrightson. All of the really
great innovative stuff that was happening
in the 70s, you know, as a kid I was
lapping up. I bought the first issue of
Micronauts, I had an issue of Detective
Comics that Michael Golden did. Michael
Golden changed everything when he
showed up on the scene.

AMS: How long did it take you to do
Aquaman? When I first saw the book, I
thought, "how long did it take this guy to
do a page?" It was so intricate...
CH: It took eight or nine months to do all
four issues. Hot on the heels of that first
series, they wanted me to come back and
do a second one, and two months in, I
only had like four or five pages drawn. I
was exhausted, I was empty. Great
pages--the drawing was so much better,
the storytelling was so much better--but I
just couldn't pull it out, and they canned
it.

When I got into the studio guys,
particularly Mike Kaluta, who pretty early
on--I met him when I was nineteen--we
were friends by the time I was twentyone, and he really took me under his wing
and gave me a lot of guidance. He's my
guru. When I was in my late teens and
early twenties, and I was just breaking in,
doing Aquaman, I went on the convention
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AMS: I was so surprised that they got
Curt Swan to replace you on the next
mini-series, since to anyone buying the
book for your work was going to get
whiplash from the major change in art
style. And I thought, this might be
something that helped kill this.

CH: I think one of things that we did that
was funny was take his biggest character
flaw, or trait--which was his temper--and,
you know, tempered it. And now he's back
to being a hothead, so who knows how
that fits into the current continuity, but
they keep the other characters around,
like Nuada, and some of the Atlantis
mythology.

CH: Something very sharp and innovative
to something very tried-and-traditional.
But I'm part of the blame for that for not
being able to follow through with a second
series. But I was wiped out.

AMS: Did you design that costume?
CH: Neal Pozner did. Neal designed it, but
I pride myself on being the only person
who could draw it. That was one of my
strong skills, and I think that's why Neal
wanted me. I had very classical training,
and I was taking life drawing classes at
thirteen. That Aquaman costume is all tied
around anatomy. Every point on it goes to
a different reference point on the body,
and you have to be able to draw the body
moving in a natural way to naturally draw
that costume.

AMS: I know a lot of fans--like myself-tend to be very old-fashioned, but when I
saw that new costume I thought, this
thing's just gorgeous, and if that's what
he's gonna look like from now on, fine. It
seemed like the mini-series you and Neal
were doing was taking the character, kind
of rethinking him a little bit, we're not
going to reinvent the wheel here, but,
rethink it a little, make it look new, and
kind propel him into the future. I
remember hearing it sold very well, too.

Above and next page:
Pozner's designs for the
blue Aquaman costume.
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I was influenced by Heavy Metal and some
of the underground comics, and I
absolutely loved the weirdness of them,
and I thought how cool it would be if I
could into mainstream comics and bring
some of that weirdness with me. That
mini-series starts out very normal looking
but, by issue four, it's got that astral
battle and it starts looking off the
hook. And that costume, even
though it makes sense, is a little
weird.

Giordano, which was just a thrill beyond
measure. When I broke in I was so
blessed to have people like Joe Orlando
and Dick Giordano looking over my
shoulder, teaching me as I worked.
AMS: Did you have any real familiarity
with Aquaman before you got the gig?
CH: I had two "flavors" of
Underoos--Batman
and
Aquaman. I was already a
fan. The D-listers always
appealed to me more than
the A-listers. The last round
of game card illustrations I
did--I did Vartox and The
Outsiders. I mean how DList can you get? But I love
'em though.

AMS: It's certainly a very atypical
superhero uniform. Did you have a
lot of interaction with Neal?
CH: Yeah; he had three issues
written, it was a green light
proposal at DC, as soon as he found
an artist. We met socially at Klaus
Janson's house, because he and
Klaus were friends. He saw my
portfolio and said come into the
office, and there I got to meet Dick

Aquaman head shot by Craig
Hamilton drawn at the Heroes
Con, Charlotte, NC, June 2008.
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DC Spotlight #1
(1985)

Previously, DC produced three issues of
the DC Sampler, a free comic book
promoting new series and changes to
existing titles from DC. The DC Sampler
consisted of full page and double page
spread advertisements, with the focus on art
and hype.
Instead of a fourth issue of the Sampler,
DC instead created DC Spotlight,
celebrating their 50th year in publishing.
Spotlight differed from the Sampler in that
it featured text and interviews with writers
supplemented with art from the series as
opposed to advertisements. DC Spotlight
gave an insight into the Crisis on Infinite
Earths, as well as a first look at soon-to-be
ground breaking Watchmen and Batman:
The Dark Knight Returns.
Additionally, Aquaman‘s blue costume
made its debut on the cover of DC Spotlight.
Inside the book, Aquaman appears as part of
the article on Crisis on Infinite Earths and
the Jack Kirby toy-based Super Powers
mini-series. A sneak peak of the Aquaman
mini-series is neatly sandwiched between
Batman: The Dark Knight Returns and
Watchmen.
With strong advertising in place both in
house and in ‗zines like Amazing Heroes,
the Aquaman mini-series caught fan interest
well before the first issue went on sale.
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Above: preview of the Aquaman mini-series in
Amazing Heroes #

connection between the modern cities and the
ancient empire. This will become an underlying
theme in the story. Part of this theme is the idea
that each of the twelve great cities from the
Arion series corresponded with a sign of the
zodiac, and had a mystic crystal of great power
carved in its zodiac symbol. The Ocean Master
learns of these crystals and uses them to give
himself vast magical powers, finally making him
a true match for his brother.
Finally, Pozner introduced a new undersea
community while simultaneously reconnecting
with existing undersea city-states. Thierna na
Oge, based on ancient Celtic myth, becomes a
focal point for the story and, with its cultural
differences, allows Aquaman to see his
relationship with his brother from a new
perspective.
People typically focus on the blue suit as
the big thing from this series, but in reality,
Pozner gave us oh so much more to enjoy.

Now that we have examined the making of
the mini-series, let us look at the finished
product, beginning with new elements
introduced just for this series (and largely
ignored thereafter).
First there is the role of King Vulko. Now
he had been king of Atlantis for many years
following Aquaman's deposition (a situation
manipulated by the super villain The Shark),
however, he now has a wife - Makaira, Queen of
Atlantis and Vulko's better half.
When
Aquaman sees her, he addresses her with
familiarity and Makaira tells him that it is not
time for a reunion, implying that they have met
before. Makaira plays a very minor role in the
series, but would have become a major character
in the sequel, had it ever been completed.
In the opening pages of the first issue,
Pozner gives a brief run-down of the history of
Arion's Atlantis and states that there is a
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Below:

Craig Hamilton's painted recreation
of the cover to Aquaman #1
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AQUAMAN #1
February 1986

―
Aquaman‖
Script: Neal Pozner
Pencils: Craig Hamilton
Inks: Steve Montano
Colors: Joe Orlando
Letters: Bob Lappan

Book one opens with a recounting of Arion‘s
Atlantis and of the creation of twelve magic crystals
(that just so happen to correspond to the twelve signs
of the zodiac). The scene then switches to the city of
New Venice, Florida, which is under attack from the
Ocean Master.
While Mera concentrates on
protecting civilians, Aquaman confronts his
villainous half-brother.

However, a similar incident has occurred in
Thierna na Oge. Their sacred crystal has vanished,
and King Bres accuses her sister and former King,
Nuada Silverhand, of plotting to reclaim the throne.
Back in the sunken
city of Poseidonis,
Aquaman
dons
a
―
camouflage‖ suit in
order to slip out of the
city un-recognized and
heads for Tierna na
Oge to seek answers.
Upon his arrival in
Tierna
na
Oge,
Aquaman is attacked
by the city guards and
blasted
into
unconsciousness. He
awakens in a prison,
chained up alongside
Nuada.

Meanwhile, King Vulko responds to his people‘s
demand to declare war on the surface world.
As he tries to delay the inevitable invasion,
Vulko sends a message to Aquaman.
Vulko‘s summons arrives almost
immediately after the Ocean Master vanishes
in the midst of battle. Leaving Mera to clean
up, Aquaman swims for Atlantis.
Forced to arrive in the sunken city
secretly, Aquaman listens as Vulko explains
the problem. The royal seal of Poseidonis, a
national treasure, has been stolen and blame
has been placed on the surface diplomats
who coincidentally left the city at the same
time as the discovery of the theft. By
extension, the populace is angry with
Aquaman who initiated contact with the
surfacers in the first place. Vulko believes
that the seal was stolen by magic, and the
trail appears to lead to the community of
Thierna na Oge.
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On the text page for the first issue, Pozner
refers to two books about Atlantis:
The
Antediluvian World (1882) by Ignatius
Donnelly and Atlantis: the Eighth Continent
(1984) by Charles Berlitz. These are real texts
Atlantis: The Antediluvian World by
Ignatius Donnelly is considered one of the better
treatises on Atlantis, as it uses logic and reason
to try to prove thirteen theories of Donnelly‘s
regarding the significance of Atlantis as the
cradle of civilization. Exploring his theories in
great detail, Connelly even includes many charts
and illustrations as he attempts to show
commonalities in ancient cultures and traces
them back to Atlantis.

Charles Berlitz was a linguist fascinated
with unexplained phenomena. He wrote several
books expounding his theories, including his
belief that Atlantis was located within the
Bermuda Triangle and the Triangle‘s mysterious
power was responsible for the sinking of
Atlantis.
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Below:

An unused cover for Aquaman #2 with
pencils by Craig Hamilton, inks by Rick
Bryant, and colors by Lurene Haines.
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AQUAMAN #2
March 1986

―
Thierna na Oge‖
Script: Neal Pozner
Pencils: Craig Hamilton
Inks: Steve Montano
Colors: Joe Orlando
Letters: Bob Lappan

The second issue opens with the Ocean
Master blasting through ruins to obtain another
mystic crystal. Meanwhile, Aquaman regains
consciousness only to find himself in a dungeon
held fast by chains. As he strains to break free,
Nuada explains that it is a futile effort, as the
chains are made of enchanted orichalcum.

Back in Poseidonis, King Vulko leads his
militia out of the city to begin their war with the
surface world.
As for Aquaman, he accompanies Nuada,
who is following the mystic trail of the Lia Fail,
which leads them to the village of the
neanderthalic Maarzon tribe and their new god
of evil – the Ocean Master!

They are visited by Diancecht (Nuada‘s
lover?), who begs Nuada to plead guilty to the
theft even though she says she knows nothing
about the crystal‘s disappearance.
Elsewhere, Ocean Master demolishes the old
lighthouse where he and his half-brother
Aquaman grew up.
Back in Thierna na Oge, Nuada and
Aquaman are brought to trial before King Bres
and the Council of Twelve. There, the Council
uses magic to pry into Aquaman‘s mind while
Bres commands Nuada to return the missing Lia
Fail (mystic crystal). Dissatisfied with the
results, Bres has Aquaman tossed into an arena
to fight a monstrous man-fish called Sreng the
Firbolg. During the battle, it is revealed that it
was Sreng, an ancient enemy of Tierna na Oge,
that tore off Nuada‘s arm, leaving her unfit to
continue as king of her people. Unable to
overwhelm Sreng physically, Aquaman tries to
control the monster with his mental telepathy.
This breaks the spell that made Sreng compliant,
and he in turn attacks Bres and the Council.
Taking advantage of the confusion, Nuada and
Aquaman escape.
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AQUAMAN #3
April 1986

―
Orm's Scheme‖
Script: Neal Pozner
Pencils: Craig Hamilton
Inks: Steve Montano
Colors: Joe Orlando
Letters: Bob Lappan

Like Black Manta before him, Ocean Master
has convinced the Maarzons that he is a god.
Following his commands, the Maarzons
overwhelm Aquaman and Nuada and they
deliver the pair to a giant enchanted crab. The
crab, immune to Aquaman‘s telepathy, grabs
Aquaman and Nuada in its pincers and carries
the off to the north. As they travel, Aquaman
relates the story of his childhood and Orm‘s
origin is finally revealed.

Meanwhile, Ocean Master has intercepted
Vulko and his army off the American coastline.
Orm‘s new mystic might allows him to easily
decimate the Atlantean forces.

Eventually, the giant crab arrives in arctic
waters and an elaborate ice palace. There, Orm
brags to his prisoners, telling them how he found
an ancient Atlantean library and learned of the
twelve mystic crystals. Teaching himself basic
spells, he was able to track down the first
crystal. With each crystal he found, his power
grew, making it easier to find the next crystal.

Aquaman breaks free and attacks, only to
find that they have been talking to an illusion.
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AQUAMAN #4
May 1986

―
The Epic Conclusion‖
Script: Neal Pozner
Pencils: Craig Hamilton
Inks: Steve Montano
Colors: Joe Orlando
Letters: Bob Lappan

While Aquaman rages helplessly in the ice
palace, Ocean Master raids the sunken Mayanstyle city of Tlapallan and finds another mystic
crystal. Nuada calms Aquaman, explaining that
Orm is using raw emotion to fuel his sorcery. In
addition to his own hate, Orm is tapping into
Aquaman‘s rage.
Elsewhere, Ocean Master magically raises
an Atlantean palace from beneath the ground
and places it above the seas. Nuada helps
Aquaman tap into his full range of emotion and
sends him to fight Orm on the astral plane.
Using the power of love, Aquaman severs Orm‘s
connection to the crystals, causing the palace to
crash back into the sea, taking Ocean Master
with it.

Believing that Orm perished in the
wreckage, Aquaman retrieve the Lia Fail and the
royal seal. They say their good-byes, displaying
a moment of attraction and regret, and then go
their separate ways.

As they leave, Orm‘s hand pushes out of
the rubble. Briefly, he calls out to Artie for
help, and then his hand falls, followed by
silence.
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expecting another child. This series was to
end on a positive note for most of the
characters, but Vulko and Ronal‘s fates were
left in doubt.
Upon completion of the script for the
first issue, Pozner sent it to Craig Hamilton,
who started the art, but never got very far.
In a series of discussions between Hamilton
and myself, the artist admitted that the
failure of the second mini-series was all his
fault. New to the process, and young and
eager to prove himself, Hamilton had poured
his soul into the first mini. When it came
time for the sequel, he had nothing left.
Exhausted and burned out, he was only able
to sketch out approximately a dozen pages
before he finally resigned from the book.

The mini-series was successful enough
that Dick Giordano commissioned Neal
Pozner to write a sequel. Pozner plotted out
the series, and wrote scripts for the first two
issues. Nuada and Thierna na Oge have
been left behind as Aquaman returns to New
Venice. There, he is impressed by how
Mera single-handedly saved the city.
Remembering the Atlantean invasion,
Aquaman tries to head off the army, but is
too late. Instead of stopping the battle, all
he can do is help gather up the dead and
wounded (including a comatose Vulko) and
escort them back to Atlantis.
Back in Poseidonis, Claudius, a
religious leader, has stirred up the people
against the Sunderland Corporation (from
the Swamp Thing series), a surface company
that had established trade with Atlantis.
Meanwhile, Queen Makaira comforts
Aqualad, who is mourning Tula‘s death in
the recent Crisis. Garth soon meets Tawna,
a cute Atlantean girl his age, and finds his
heart healing.
Ronal, recent widower as a result of
Lori Lemaris‘ death in the Crisis, operates
on King Vulko. Later, Ronal would be seen
turning to alcohol to find comfort in his
loneliness.
The Sunderland Corporation invites
Aquaman to
visit
their corporate
headquarters to show their good intentions.
On the way, Aquaman meets up with
Superman, who delivers Aquaman‘s
traditional orange and green costume. Our
hero changes behind a hot dog stand, tucks
his blue outfit in his belt, and proceeds to the
Sunderland Corp. There, he is lured into a
series of traps designed to test his ability to
survive on land.
Here endeth the second script. As
Pozner never wrote the third or fourth, we
will never know where the story was
intended to go. Pozner had stated that he
wanted to strengthen Arthur and Mera‘s
marriage, and possibly even leave them

Character sketches for Claudius and friends.
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Above and left:
Pages of Pozner's script for the first issue of the sequel and his ideas for breakdowns.
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The following pages are copies of the art Craig Hamilton could find from what he did for the sequel.
Below: the splash page to issue #1.
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Issue #1, page 2.
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Issue #1, page 3.
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Issue #1, page 4.
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Issue #1, page 5.
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Issue #1, page 9.
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Issue #1, page 10.
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Issue #1, page 11.
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Seriously behind deadline, editor Barbara Randall (now known as Barbara Kesell),
hired Jerome K. Moore (best known for his work on DC‘s Star Trek and Star Trek: the
Next Generation). Moore was asked to try to draw in the same style as Hamilton, which
he managed to do without losing his own artistic mark in the process. However, the need
to draw in an unfamiliar manner took time, and pages were frequently returned for
―
tweaking.‖ In time, the project fell apart and was cancelled.

Jerome K. Moore’s
splash page for the
first issue of the
sequel, based on art
by Hamilton.
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Last summer, as I was working on
this issue of the Aquaman Chronicles,
Michael Eury, editor of Back Issue
Magazine, put out a call for proposals
for an article about the Aquaman sequel
for his Greatest Stories Never Told
special issue. I was too busy, so I did
not submit a proposal, instead choosing
to back fellow Aquaman historian Rob
Kelly. I offered to support Rob and
ensure a top-notch article. However, as
Rob and I had contributed several
Aquaman-centric pieces in the past, Eury
chose to give the assignment to Richard
A. Scott.

As typically happens, the holidays
delayed the final proofing of this issue,
and Back Issue #46 arrived in my mail
with Scott‘s article on the unseen sequel.
I was both amazed and disgusted. The
article was a weak version of what I
would have done, and took 90% of its
information from my scripts and Rob
Kelly‘s Aquaman Shrine. There were
quotes from Hamilton and Barbara Kesel
that were no different from anything that
had not already seen print. The only
thing new he had to contribute were
copies of some of Hamilton‘s art for the
sequel. Scott later provided me with
scans of these pages and more to thank
me for access to the scripts.
What bothered me was the post note
to the article where Scott said ―
Thanks
go out to John Schwirian of the
Aquaman Shrine...‖
SAY WHAT?! Is he from a parallel
universe? Am I a master blogger on
Earth-Two? I produce the Aquaman
Chronicles fanzine – Rob Kelly is the
lord of the Aquaman Shrine web-site!
Even more insulting, Rob wrote to
Eury requesting a correction, and no
such note has yet to materialize.
All I can say is... ARRRRRRRRGH!!.

Well, good luck to him, I thought,
and returned to finishing this fanzine.
Soon, Scott was contacting me for my
research on the subject. Initially, I
refused to share, especially once I
learned that he was doing the same with
Rob Kelly. Michael Eury intervened
and asked me to at least provide access
to the scripts (which were my personal
property, having bought them from
Craig Hamilton a while ago).
Reluctantly, I agreed and returned to
work on AC #20.
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Here's a special treat, more Aquaman art
by Craig Hamilton.
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“They’re evil. They’re up to no good. They’re a threat to our wallets, our freedom, and they may
be injurious to our health. [But] you’ve got to admit, our heroes need them. [Our hero] is
predictable. Our villain is unique, clever, inventive, and full of fiendish surprises. You’ve got to be
as interested in the scoundrel as you are in the stalwart in order for the story to work.”
Bring on the Bad Guys Stan Lee, 1976

THANATOS
Just who or what is Thanatos?
The
character presents itself as a huge mystery,
changing nature with each new appearance.
Part of the blame falls on the large
amount of time that fell between each
of his three appearances, while the
other part falls on differing
interpretations of the character by
the three writers who handled him.
Is Thanatos merely a manifestation
of Aquaman's imagination, or
is/was he a real flesh and blood
being? We may never
know for sure.
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Originally, Thanatos was part of ancient
Greek mythology. In the Greek language,
Thanatos literally translates into English as
―
death,‖ which makes sense as Thanatos
was the personification of death in Greek
myth.
According to Hesiod‘s Theogony,
Thanatos was the son of Nux (Nyx), the
goddess of night. He was brother to Hypnos
(sleep), uncle to Morpheus (dream), and
cousin to the Titans. He is described as
appearing sometimes as a winged spirit and
sometimes as a black robed man carrying a
sword. Those he struck with his sword went
to the realm of Hades. He was not a
menacing figure, but rather considered a
kind god who brought release from pain and
sickness.
In the Iliad by Homer, Thanatos and
Hypnos join forces to remove the body of
the hero Sarpedon from the battlefield, as
described in Zeus‘ speech to Apollo:

“Come, dear Phoebus,
wipe away the blood mantling Sarpedon;
take him up, out of the play of spears,
along way off, and wash him in the river,
anoint him with ambrosia, put ambrosial
clothing on him. Then have him conveyed
by those escorting spirits quick as wind,
sweet Sleep and Death, who are twin brothers. These
will set him down in the rich broad land of Lykia,
and there his kin and friends may bury him
with tomb and stone, the trophies of the dead.”

Relief sculpture of Thanatos,
4th century BC

Thanatos also had a small but significant
part in the story of the Greek heroine
Alcestis.
According to the play by
Euripides, Herakles rescues Alcestis by
wrestling and defeating the god of death.

In this illustration on a classical Greek vase,
Thanatos drags Alkestis away from the altar, where
he is confronted by Herakles (wielding a sword).
Alkestis had willingly surrendered her life in return for
her husband's, in a deal with the Fates.

"Sarpedon Krater" by Euphronios
5th Century Athenian red-figure vase
showing the scene from the Iliad where the Lycian prince
Sarpedon, famed for his beauty, falls on the battlefield and
is carried off by Sleep (Hypnos) and Death (Thanatos).
Currently on display in Italy.
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Now the Thanatos that has thrice
plagued Aquaman is clearly NOT the Greek
incarnation of death, but rather a different
sort of manifestation altogether.
This aqua-foe first appeared in
Aquaman #54 (December 1970) in a story
written by Steve Skeates and illustrated by
Jim Aparo. In this tale, prominent citizens
began disappearing and returning to society
as brainwashed criminals that could only
repeat the phrase ―
I‘m dead! Thanatos
killed me!‖ Aquaman happened to be in this
town and, weak from lack of water, was
captured by mobsters who hooked Aquaman
up to a brainwashing machine. Trapped in a
dreamscape in his mind, Aquaman fought a
monstrous version of himself. ―
Don‘t ask
my
motives,‖
the
dream-Aquaman
exclaimed. ―
I am Thanatos and I exist to
destroy everything I see.‖

Therefore, at this point in time, Thanatos
was not a real being, but merely a part of
Aquaman‘s psyche struggling for control of
his ego. Steve Skeates explains how he
developed this concept: ―
In part, then, my
inspiration for all of this grew out of the
little bit of study of Greek Mythology I
performed in order to get my BS (and you
can take that how ever you wish!) in English
Literature -- that bit of knowledge being
helpful (for example) in my understanding
of William Cullen Bryant's most famous
poem, Thantatopsis (which he incidentally
wrote in 1817 at the age of eighteen) which I
in fact quoted from within that title panel on
page two of the story in question! Further
inspiration came from a certain reaction to a
story that I had written much earlier, the
third story I wrote for Tower, the cover
story for Thunder Agents #5, ‗Double for
Dynamo!‘ When I told Wally Wood (who
illustrated that tale) of my plot idea, he said

The police tracked down the mobsters
and freed Aquaman while he was still
locked in battle with Thanatos. It was
explained that the machine placed the
subject in a fantasy world where he fought
the manifestation of his own death instinct –
the evil side of his own nature. When the
death image killed the subject in the
dreamscape, the subject became deathoriented, and thus easily convinced to
commit crimes for the mobsters.
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battle himself? Hey, that particular aspect of
the idea is everywhere; it's everywhere!!
―
As for the pop psychology discussed by
police officers John and Paul [in this story]-featuring such comments as ‗Thanatos is the
subject's own death instinct -- the evil side
of the subject's nature!‘ and ‗Oh, I see...once
the subject has been figuratively killed, he
becomes death-oriented...or a criminal!
Right?‘ -- I have no recollection where all
that came from, but I do
(to this day) quite like
it! Over the top and
silly and (I suspect) not
all that well thought out
by me, but still I like
it!‖

‗Good idea! Every superhero has to fight
himself at least once!‘
―
That led to me writing an Undersea
Agent story for a later issue of Thunder
Agents in which Davy Jones essentially
fights himself (in this instance it's a clone),
then Aquaman vs. Thanatos, and ultimately
of course my Plastic Man story entitled ‗If I
Kill Me, Will I Die?‘ And, wasn't it in the
third Superman movie, that Supes had to

So, by Skeates
definition,
Thanatos
was Aquaman‘s evil
twin, but he only
existed within Aquaman‘s mind and failed
to gain control of
Aquaman‘s body. Not
being anything more
than a mental figment,
it makes sense that no
one decided to use him
again.
That is until...
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Twenty four years have
passed, and suddenly Thanatos
resurfaces in the pages of
Aquaman #7 (June 1992). This
time, Thanatos was a real entity
who stated that he once tried to
enter Aquaman‘s mind and take
his place.
Having captured
Mera when she tried to return to
her home dimension, Thanatos
brainwashed her into helping
him strike out at her husband.
Aquaman,
exhausted
and
wounded following a brutal
encounter with Black Manta, was in no
condition to fend off Thanatos‘ mental
assault. Thanatos tried to force Aquaman to
give in to hate and other dark emotions, but
instead Aquaman retreated from self-doubt,
pity and anger and held on to love and hope,
freeing himself from Thanatos‘ grip.

―
This story was [designed] to
plant the seed for another fight
between them in the second or
third year and set the stage for
Mera's return to complicate
things
with
the
Russian
ambassador.‖ (McLaughlin was
laying the ground work for a
romantic relationship between
Aquaman
and
Russian
ambassador Martina Mericloinka
while he served as Atlantis‘
representative to the United
Nations).

According to writer Shaun McLaughlin,
this was no manifestation of Aquaman‘s ego
or id. ―
It was really Thanatos, a tribute to
the Skeates story I loved before I was able to
read it (that cover freaked me out) and to the
blue costume that so many people were
asking about. Mera was Mera. Thanatos had
kidnapped/brainwashed her when she
stormed out [Aquaman #4, 1989]. The
Aquababy/boy was a construct in Thanatos'
world to play with Mera's emotions (look, I
gave you your son back) and plague
Aquaman.‖
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Evidently, McLaughlin did
an excellent job of ―
planting
the seed‖ as the next aquascribe, Peter David, picked up
the dangling plot thread and
carried to the next level in
Aquaman #12-14 (1995).
This time, Thanatos was an
undead spirit seeking to regain
corporeal form in order to
commit unspeakable evil.
Thanatos was trapped in the
realm of the mysterious
Others, powerful beings that
are only seen in shadows.

apparently killed by the villain,
Major Disaster.
When I spoke to Peter
David at the 2010 New York
Comic Con, he stated that he
used Thanatos merely as a way
to reintroduce Mera to the
series. "He was a one-off,"
David explained. "I wasn't
planning on bringing him
back."
David did send
Thanatos off in a spectacular
way with an ironic death in
Aquaman #14. As the villain
brags how he will be the
greatest Aquaman ever - a two-handed
Aquaman, he is hit by a boulder (sent
tumbling down by Major Disaster) and
pinned beneath it in a crevice, losing his
hand in the process.
"That," David
chuckled, "I thought was entertaining."

After luring Aquaman and Dolphin into
this world, Thanatos reveals that he has
Mera under his spell and has fathered a son
with her (which Mera later says may
actually be Aquaman‘s). After a series of
one-on-one combat, Thanatos emerged
victorious over Aquaman and was rewarded
by the Others, who sent him to Earth to
wreak havoc. However, before he could
commit a single act of evil, he was

So is this the end of Thanatos? Left to
rot under a rock in the middle of the
Atlantic? Considering just how permanent
death is in the DC universe, Thanatos could
return someday!
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Crossword Solution
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